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Preface 

awareness of the of and of the of 
stand.Ud (encoding) assumptions the nature of has 
been developing for some time. Actually, an alternative, nonencoding, 
approach to representation was developed first, and only later did the depth 
of the incoherence in the encoding approach begin to become apparent. 
Initially, this awareness of the untenability of the encoding approach was 
stimulated by reflections on the impossible difficulties encountered in trying 
to account for language within the alternative-nonencoding-model: 
language too is standardly conceived of 'as an encoding phenomenon, and it 
simply did not fit the alternative model, despite years of trying. The result 
was a distinctly nonstandard conceptualization of language. 

In conversations a few years ago with Richie, Hughes, and Dannemil
ler, the relationship of this issue of the nature of representation to 
perception was explored. In particular, Gibson's theory seemed to consti
tute an implicit internal struggle between the encoding and nonencoding 
perspectives. As such, his theory seemed interestingly illuminated by an 
explicit understanding of the two approaches and their relationships to each 
other, and, in turn, it served to illustrate the more general issues in a 
particular domain and historical context. Out of these discussions came a 
paper focused on Gibson, written primarily by Richie and myself. It soon 
became dear, however, that the points about Gibson per se could not be 
adequately understood without a more thorough understanding of the 
general analytic perspective on representation that was being brought to 
bear. Consequently, I set out to write a more thoroughly contextualized 
discussion of Gibson. The result is this book, in which Gibson's theory and 
the encoding-interactive perspective on representation serve respectively as 
illustration and illumination of each other. 

Mark H. Bickhard 
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Introduction 

THE CONTEXT 

Representation is fundamental to the study of the mind. It is one of the 
essential differentia tors of the mental from the nonmental. The correspond
ing importance of issues regarding representation is manifested both 
historically and in contemporary research: Representation has occupied the 
attentions of students of the mind for millenia, and representation 
permeates psychology. It is central to perception, cognition, and language, 
and deeply involved in all other areas as well. The broadest focus of this 
book is on the nature of representation. 

In particular, two alternative approaches to the nature of representa
tion are examined. The first, the encoding approach, assumes that 
representation is some form of encoding. In its strong form, it assumes that 
encoding is the essence of representation. In its weak form, it assumes that 
encodings constitute one logically independent and irreducible form of 
representation, though there might be others. The encoding approach to 
representation has been dominant throughout history, and it is still so 
today. It is not often recognized that an alternative even exists. 

The alternative, the interactive approach, eschews encodings in any 
foundational role in favor of a conception of representation as an aspect of 
successful interaction. Its historical origins are relatively recent, and its 
recognition as a distinct alternative is incomplete and still evolving. A 
number of people (e.g., Piaget) propose a kind of hybrid between the 
encoding and the interactive approaches; in effect, these constitute weak 
versions of the encoding approach. A central theme of our examination is a 
critique of the encoding approach, in both of its versions, and a 
presentation and espousal of the interactive alternative. 

Issues concerning the nature of representation permeate all of psychol-
ogy, but can become eS'j:ieCiau acute to Del"Cel0[UJn. It is 
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rpl::thupl" easy in many areas of to avoid basic ret:,reserltational 
pushing them off to some other area where the of 

the ultimate 

the tensions 
cnltlq1les involved are interestingly 

theory of perception and in the 
of the to follow is a 

case study of the and from the perspectives of 
the encoding and interactive approaches to representation. The goals of this 
case study include an both of the issues involved between the two 
approaches and of and of theory. 

A failure to the distinction between the two approaches to 
representation has both sides of the Gibsonian controversy, 

to the detriment of Gibson's deepest insights. The confusion 
between the two approaches plays itself out, for example, in Gibson's 
blanket criticisms of mental-processing theories of perception, not 
recognizing that his own theory is a version of a mental-processing theory, 
and in Gibson's critics not recognizing that Gibson's own criticisms 
devastate the very model that they take him to be espousing-as well as 
their alternatives. The common error here is the presupposition that the 
encoding approach is exhaustive, the failure to explicitly recognize the 
interactive alternative. 

After the analysis of the Gibsonian theory and controversy, the focus 
shifts back to the broader implications of the critique of the encoding 
perspective and of the interactive alternative. These implications pursue the 
phenomena of representation throughout all of psychology. The discus
sions, consequently, are of a more general and illustrative nature. 

STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK 

The book is organized in four major sections. The first introduces the 
foundations the ensuing analyses. This includes both the initial 
PrE~seltltatlon of the encoding and interactive approaches and some of the 

presentation of the and 
de',elcJPrneIlt of Gibson's theory. A of that historical 

de,,reltJplneltlt is the of Gibson's interactive ins,igIltS. 
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It is here that 

section is devoted to two criticisms of 
' .... u..., ... , .. 1'1 ••• The central themes are that the criticisms are valid as applied to a 
common and quite plausible interpretation of Gibson, an encoding 
interpretation, but that they are invalid as applied to a deeper interactive 
interpretation and that the alternatives to Gibson offered within these 
criticisms-different versions of the encoding approach-are themselves 
untenable. The interactive interpretation of Gibson, then, is both more 
perspicacious as an interpretation and more defensible as a model of 
perception. 

The fourth, last, and largest of the major sections closes out the 
discussion of Gibson per se and reintroduces the issues of representation in 
general. Further potential criticisms of the interactive approach are 
considered; some of the deeper conceptual foundations of and relationships 
between the encoding and interactive approaches are discussed; and some 
of the consequences of the interactive perspective are illustrated. The brief 
discussions of consequences include the role of encodings within an 
interactive approach and an analysis of functionalism as an approach to 
mental phenomena. 

xi 
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On the Nature 
of Representation 



Foundations 

The central theme of this book is the rivalry between the encoding and the 
interactive perspectives on the nature of representation. The first subsection 
on foundations provides the initial, introductory presentations of these two 
positions and some of the criticisms and relationships between them. A 
major claim is that the encoding approach is impoverished relative to the 
interactive approach-that the interactive approach provides much richer 
resources for understanding and explaining representation. In later sections, 
it is also argued that the encoding approach is an asymptotic limiting case of 
the interactive approach, derivable by taking certain interactive characteris
tics to their asymptotically unreachable limits. 

The encoding and interactive perspectives are involved somewhat 
differently in Gibson's theory and in his metatheory. Gibson's theory shows 
a progressive evolution away from encoding conceptions, toward interac
tive insights. Gibson's meta theory shows a consistent critical stance toward 
mental processing theories of perception in all of their guises; Gibson's 
metatheoretical arguments, however, are valid only against encoding-based 
mental-processing theories, not against the interactive approach to mental 
processing. A metatheory that contained telling criticisms against encodings 
may have stimulated Gibson's theoretical evolution toward interactionism, 
while a metatheory that failed to explicitly recognize interactivism as an 
alternative to the encoding perspective may have simultaneously inhibited 
the full flowering of that evolution. A historical summary of Gibson's 
theory is presented in the second foundational subsection. Gibson's 
metatheory is addressed in a later major discussion of its own. 

The central theme in the historical summary is Gibson's movement 
away from an initial, simplified encoding conceptualization of perception in 
accordance with his deepening interactive insights. It is 
essential to understand this transcendence of his early model in order to 
jjfi,rlO:>'f'"t:::'i'i."i Gibson's mature both the fact and the nature of 
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2 • ON THE NATURE OF REPRESENTATION 

be used in later first of these is a 
distinctions, which relate to the 

contrast. These distinctions underlie many of Gibson's criticisms of 
alternative to The second such tool is a 
brief outline of an interactive to perception. The primary purpose 
of this outline is to serve as a counterexample to some of Gibson's 
meta theoretical criticisms, thus demonstrating that their proper scope is not 
as broad as is usually stated and providing a framework and an anchor for 
the interactive interpretation of Gibson's own theory. 

ENCODINGS AND INTERACTIVE PERSPECTIVES 
ON REPRESENT A TION 

In this section, the distinction and rivalry between the encoding and 
interactive perspectives on representation are introduced. The discussion is 
greatly inspissated, being primarily an initial framework to be added to and 
elaborated upon throughout the rest of the book. Other relevant discussions 
are contained in Bickhard (1980a, 1982). A prominent theme in this initial 
discussion is the sense in which the encoding approach is impoverished 
relative to the interactive approach. This is relevant at this point in that 
Gibson is most commonly construed as proposing an impoverished version 
of standard encoding models, just the opposite of what is argued in our 
analysis. 

The intuition of encoded representation is that of a resemblance 
between the representation and that which it represents. The paradigm 
cases are paintings and statues. The essential idea in such resemblance is 
that of correspondence: The structure of the representation to 
the structure of the represented. In the paradigm cases, the correspondences 
are relatively direct and simple, but the basic idea can be elaborated into 
highly complex, sophisticated, and abstract correspondences without 

the critical characteristics of the 
models rest upon 
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in a 
Clls:tirltctton bel:WE!en elements and 

reJ.ati.on.sh.lps is critical to any actual but the issues with 
we are concerned here involve either the elements per se or 

the broader idea of an encoding correspondence, independent of whether it 
is to elements or to relationships. 

There are two general versions of the encoding perspective. The strong 
version holds that encodings are the essence of all representation. The weak 
version acknowledges the existence of other independent forms of 
representation, but it holds that encodings themselves constitute a necessary 
and logically independent form of representation. The focus in the 
following discussions is primarily on the weak version and its deficiencies 
rather than on the strong version: If encodings are logically dependent on 
other forms of representation, then they are not necessary, and they 
certainly cannot be the essence of representation. That is, if the weak 
version is untenable, then so also is the strong version. 

Arguments against the sufficiency of encodings to account for all 
representation are telling against the scope of the strong version. Such 
arguments include the claim that there is no ultimate atomic representa
tionallevel at which the basic encoding elements can be defined, that no list 
of encoding elements can be adequate, and every attempt to make one so 
yields an ad hoc proliferation of elements, that there is no possible origin for 
new encoding elements and thus none for new kinds of knowledge, and that 
there are some kinds of knowledge, if not representation, such as skills, that 
cannot be completely captured as encodings. These argumentF, like the 
strong version toward which they are directed, do not receive much 
attention. There is one against sufficiency, however, that is 
elaborated somewhat more fully I it leads directly into one of the 
major arguments against the weak version. That is, it leads directly into an 
argument against the necessity of encodings. 

Representation is a functional concept. An encoding represents 
something only insofar as it can function as such a representation for some 
agent. An encoding is presumed to represent to an agent what is and is not 
the case, and what is and is not the processes 
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and interactions 

contextualized within interactive 
agents as function as insofar as 
they influence the flow of inside such an interactive system. But 
any such influences on system could in principle be cOJlst:itu1ted 
directly in the organization of the Encoding influences on 
processing are composed of selections at various points among alternative 
paths of processing. If, at those points, the system were already 
differentiated in accordance with the available, and if the 
system were already in the appropriate differentiated condition to flow 
directly into the I alternative' that would otherwise be selected by 
'interpreting' the encoding, then the encoding would be superfluous. Such a 
condition would be obtained if, instead of developing (or being constructed 
with) the ability to set up and interpret such encodings in the first place, the 
system differentiated its organization in accordance with the possible 
selections of such encodings, and, instead of setting up one of those 
encodings in any particular instance, it simply entered the appropriate 
differentiated condition. The representational influences of encodings, thus, 
can in principle be incorporated into the organization of the system that 
would otherwise be the interpreter. 

Such state splitting in lieu of encodings can quickly become combin
atorially very complex, but it is always possible in principle. Thus, the 
differentiation of explicit encodings in a system may be desirable, perhaps 
for reasons of efficiency, but it is never logically necessary. Encodings, 
then, though perhaps desirable, are always logically eliminatable and, 
therefore, they cannot be logically independent forms of representation. 
Encodings are always subordinate to, and in principle eliminatable within, 
an appropriate interpreter. 

An encoding represents only insofar as it represents something in 
particular; thus, only insofar as it is taken to represent that something by an 
interpretive agent. The second, and perhaps deepest, argument against logi
cally independent encodings is a challenge to the possibility of a logically 
independent encoding representing anything in particular and, thus, 
encoding anything at all. That is, it is a challenge to the coherence of the 
concept of a logically independent encoding. 

What a logically independent encoding represents can only be specified 
that To do so in any other way is to it in terms of 

some other which is to render it logically 
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been indicated in the earlier reference to an interactive agent. is 
constituted as goal-oriented interactive competence, and representation is a 
functional aspect of such competence: Interactions and interactive systems 
that are not appropriate to an that are not sensitive to that 
environment and to its potentialities, will not be competent in that 
environment. The interactive claim is that such interactive sensitivity, such 
ability to take into account an environment, its potentialities, and its 
changes, is the fundamental form of all representation. All other 
representation is constituted as differentiations and specializations of this 
aspect of interactive competence. 

It is not logically necessary that explicit representations be 
differentiated and specialized in such an interactively competent system 
but, if they are, the first step will not be symbolic encodings, because of the 
necessary logical dependence of such encodings. Instead, the most 
fundamental form of explicit representations will be a system of internal 
bookkeeping for the interactive processes. Such bookkeeping will be in 
terms of the internal course and outcomes of some interactions, which may 
in turn be useful in determining the course of other interactions. Note that 
such bookkeeping does not itself constitute a system of symbolic encodings, 
but rather a system of indicators. An element in such a system at most 
indicates that such-and-such an internal outcome of an interaction has been 
reached, an indication that might be useful for some other interaction. It 
does not directly encode or symbolize anything, although it does indicate 
that an environment sufficient to that interaction outcome obtained. 
Clearly, however, derivative encodings can be defined in terms of such 
indicators. 

We have argued that encodings are logically unnecessary and that the 
concept of logically independent encodings is incoherent, and we have 
briefly introduced a sense of an interactive alternative approach to 
representation. The two approaches are not simple alternatives however: 
they have deep relationships with each other. We first examine some ways 
in \N"hich the is to the interactive 
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then some ways in which it appears to be the way 
within Other are 
in the 

altJtlOtl2Jtl an interaction outcome an 
suttident to that outcome, it 

such an environment. The 
not encode any 1"\2''-+11"'111;:11'' 

in may have no 
Knlow'leclsre whatsoever of any of environment other its 

make 

process 

outcome. as other 
usage of such 

those potential 
characteristics 

of the come to 
in their own 

constitute 
em:::oClmJot, on the 

it 

with all of its 

Second, an interaction outcome indicator can be the product of an 
interaction involving procedures with unbounded 
or~~aI1liz2lti(mS and hierarchies of decisions, sub procedures, and goals. An 
mOlcator may depend on the whole of such an interaction, 
including its organization, without being determined by any, or even an 
exltlallst:ive set, its 'parts. I An encoding, on the other hand, is some sort of 
a record or copy or transformation of whatever it encodes. As the 
processes for detecting that which is to be encoded become more and more 
complex, the concept of encoding as direct transformation or transduction 
becomes more and more obviously untenable. Convergently, as the detec
tion of that which is to be encoded becomes increasingly interactively 
complex, it becomes increasingly obvious that encoding is not fundamental, 
but rather is derivative from interactive detection (a version of interactive 

Correspondingly, encoding models are inevitably 
grounded upon simple transformation or transduction steps that, with a 
little hand waving, appear to pass as direct, one-to-one, and certain-as 
nonderivative encodings. Essentially, the detection and identification 
process is functionally simplified to the point where it seems to epistemol

Correspondingly, the encoding approach is necessarily 
ImpO'veJ1stled in its treatment of the processes of detection and identifica
tion. can be added to such a model by the addition of further 
stages of the encoding processing, so long as those do not critically 

to do so would be to undercut the entire 
traJnst~ornrtationls-o't-e'ncc)dil1JotS. Further of prC)Ce!;SlrlJot 
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en(:odlms~s with 

poltential knOWleo,2e. can with the construction of new 
_ .. , ..... "",rin1"&>C! for interaction. The of such new constructions are 
ult:lmiatl~lY bounded by the intrinsic constraints on the nature 

Davis, and this holds both 
and models, on the hand, 

are restricted in their representational capacity to combinations of some 
basic level of elements. The of new encoding elements is 
impossible because there is nothing for them to originate out of except 
already existing encoding elements, in which case they are not new elements 
at all, but simply new combinations of old elements. Thus, there must be a 
basic level of encoding elements, and all other representations must be 
combinations of these basic elements. The presuppositions, of course, are 
that such a basic encoding level is possible, that it exists, and that such a 
combinatorial constraint is adequate to the facts. It should also be noted 
that, as a consequence of the impossibility of the origin of new encoding 
elements, theorists within an encoding approach are ultimately driven to 
espouse an innatism of a basic, but combinatorially adequate, level of 
knowledge and representation (e.g., Chomsky, 1965; Fodor, 1975). Such an 
innatism, however, only pushes the logical problem of the origin of new 
encoding elements back into phylogeny, and it is no more solvable there 
than it is in ontogeny. The encoding approach, then, is necessarily 
impoverished in its treatment of representational adequacy and of repre
sentational innovation. 

In these three senses, as well as others, encoding approaches are 
impoverished and limiting cases of interactive approaches, rather than the 
other way around. From a presupposed and unexamined encoding perspec
tive, however, things appear differently. From an implicit and implicitly 
exhaustive encoding perspective, objections to the idea of transformations
of-transduced encodings can only lead to the conclusion that the objector is 
claiming that everything, no matter how complex, is somehow directly 
encoded, with no intermediate processing; such objections must be to the 
mediations, for the fact of encodings is unexaminedly obvious. Such an 
impoverished direct encoding model is obviously absurd and impossible, 
and one wonders why anyone in his right mind would seriously espouse it. 
The wonder from a lack that there is an alternative 
to the that the deE~pe:5t 
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obllecl:ior'lS are to the en(:oding aDl0r()ac:h per se, not to the mediations within 
that aD[,rOclCI'l. 

of 

cOllllponent:s, no 
ditfer'entiaibte sult>plrotJleJnSl From an interactive peJ"spoctive 

reJ,1're:!entation down into sut)problenls 

COJlsequlent em:odlng;s. The entire l.Jll,so,nlClln c()ntrO\irer1!~V 

to 
an 

iled to recognize the existence and relationships of these two 
alternative approaches to the nature of with the conse-
quence that the is to be eXllal.Jlstive. 

The to this point of the encoding and interactive perspec-
tives has been greatly condensed and ·abbreviated. It is sufficient, however, 
to introduce the analysis of Gibson's theory, and it is elaborated upon 
thr'OURheC)ut the remainder of the book. 

A HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF GIBSON'S THEORY 

Gibson's theory and his stance toward contemporary approaches to 
perception cannot be understood without attention to their historical 
context of origin and subsequent development. We review that context and 
development in order to highlight Gibson's early reactions against then 
current encoding-type models and his later movement toward an interactive 
model. A major part of our contention is that those early reactions have 
never been properly disentangled from and differentiated with respect to his 
later development. 

Gibson (1950) points out that the study of perception had long been 
dominated by the problem of how the mind can generate our full exper
ienced perceptual knowledge from the inadequate data provided the 
senses, with vision and the eyes always the primary focus. The major 
approaches to this problem were based on the works of Berkeley 
(1709/1922), Mtdler (1838/1948), Helmholtz (1896/1952), who 
proposed that the eyes directly receive and encode certain 
such as lines, and so on, and that full percep
tions are then constructed on the basis of such sensations through various 
processes with memory I inferences based on cues within the 
sensations, and, ultimately, judgments concerning the nature of the external 

ulI:ter'entces among theories were concerned 
of the basic sensations and of the 
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rm[)CE!SSllng r13rnll1riPrl to generate of the visual world. But all such 
variant in which the retinal 

must be out of 

::11"0'1111'1.0' that the sensory 
case, such an 

.. but 
p.22 

.. Ov' ..... D1r"iol· ..... 0 is not reducible to or ::1£1.1'11"'1'\113 

units" and proposed instead that the process of perception "was one of a 
relatively spontaneous sensory organization" (Gibson, 1950, p. 
Unfortunately, the concept of sensory organization was much less 
applicable to the perception of space than it was to the perception of form, 
and it proved difficult to specify in either case. Gibson suggests that the 
major contribution of the Gestalt theorists was that they formulated 
genuinely relevant problems for space perception, problems concerning the 
characteristics of the actual experienced visual world rather than the fIat 
geometric visual field (Gibson, 1950, p. 23). 

In the context of sensation or retinal-image-based theories on the one 
hand and of Gestalt theories on the other, Gibson began his own question
ing of theories of perception while conducting experiments in depth 
perception during World War II (Gibson, 1950, 1966, 1979). His basic 
conclusion at this point was that depth perception was more accurate than 
could be explained by any model based on depth cues. Such an observation 
of the inadequacy of cues or sensations leads rather directly to a general 
questioning of sensation-based approaches, but Gibson found the available 
alternative of Gestalt sensory organization to be inadequate as well. 

By the time he wrote The perception of the visual world (1950), Gibson 
had gone beyond both alternatives. From the Gestaltists, he accepted and 
adapted the idea that the most basic problems of visual perception were 
those regarding the experienced three-dimensional visual world, not the fIat 
geometric visual field, but he rejected the process of sensory 
organization. From the sensation-based approaches, he accepted very little, 
neither their basic problems nor their basic solutions. 

Gibson argued that people and animals "appear to react to the spatial 
environment with an accuracy and precision too great for any known 
theory of space perception to be able to explain. . . . If the solid visual 
world is a contribution of the mind, if the mind constructs the world for 
itself, where do the data for this construction corne from, and why does it 
agree so well with the environment in which we actually move and get 

(p. bask rejection of menta! of mental 
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pr()cessi:ngl was one of most fundamental moves in 
Consistent with this re)ectioll, ....,IU;::tVJ.l 

such 
which it was prE$umed 

and luclgnleI1Lts--tlle 

senses is suttlclent 
enJhalrlCE~lent via mental processing is a sut)erlrluc)us 

basic 

KeJectl0n of in this enhancement sense entails a 
rejection of the classical distinction between sensations and perceptions; 
that distinction is based on the assumptions that sensations are 
intof1ma.ti(l~nal1y impoverished and that mental processing enriches them 
into perceptions. "Obviously these terms will to be discarded or 
redefined" 1950, p. 

rait)rf.:.rf the which was generally 
assumed in needed merely to 
passively and statically receive sensations in order to Gibson 

lithe is active. His never 

it. 

artificial 

nr()dtlCe some in 
a stance was strongly 

can only 
sut)oort of that 

the 
In 
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tenlptinJ;!; to believe that the image on the retina falls on a kind of 
screen and is itself intended to be looked at, that a picture. It 
leads to one of the most seductive falJacies in the of 
Ps'\'cllolc1mr-tllat the retinal is to be seen. I call this the 
"liUle man in the brain" of the retinal image (1966, p. 226), which 
conceives the eye as a camera at the end of a nerve cable that transmits the 
image to the brain. Then there has to be a little man, a homunculus, seated 
in the brain who looks at the The little man would 

to have an eye to see of course, a little eye with a little retinal 
image connected to a little and so we have this 

We are in fact worse off than since we are confronted with 
parad()x of an infinite series of little men, each within the other and 

at the brain of the next man (1979, p. 60). 

There are a number of variants of this argument, corresponding to variants 
in sensation-based models: The commonality among them is that some
thing, or someone, must ultimately do the perceiving, and that is what was 
to be accounted for in the first place. Such an argument applies to any form 
of inputs-folIowed-by-processing-followed-by-perception model. Although 
Gibson seems to have been most strongly persuaded by his argument that 
mental constructivism is too weak, too prone to variation and error, to 
account for observed accuracy, the homunculus problem appears to be his 
logically strongest and philosophically deepest criticism of sensation-based 
models. 

Gibson's attack on mental constructivism as inadequate to observed 
accuracy and as subject to the homunculus problem was a rejection of the 
most fundamental assumption of sensation-based models concerning the 
process of perception. His assertion that the total stimulation is 
informationally adequate to perception was a rejection of the most 
fundamental assumption of sensation-based models concerning the problem 
of perception: the problem of how full perceptions are derived from 
impoverished sense data. Gibson was rejecting both the form of, and the 
need for, sensation-based models as forms of transformations-of
transduced-encoding models, and his arguments were powerful enough to 
span the entire domain of such models, including later input-processing 
models that were not strictly sensation or retinal-image models. Gibson 
continued to develop his arguments sensation-processing and other 
input-processing models; we later focus more explicitly on the proper scope 
and validity of some of these arguments. 

The model that Gibson (1950) proposed to sensation-based and 
Gestalt approaches to perception might be described as an ecological direct
encoding modeL Gibson rejected the sensation-based conception of the 
perceiver as a passive individual confronting a flat visual field in favor of an 
active an structured visual w()rU::I--[flUS. 
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an both the mental constructivism of the 
serlsalt1OJil-baSE~ models and the sensory of the Gestaltists in 

direct and percep-

the of the sensation-

It is dear that Gibson would have 
of our of his model as an direct-

est>ec:iaJIv in his later career. In the light of his criticisms of 
sensation-based processing, however, and in the absence of any explicit 
alternative conceptualization of perception, his 1950 model at least seems 
committed to some form of a direct encoding model. Certainly it is as a 
direct encoding model that Gibson's theory is most commonly and most 
resoundingly criticized (as we argue later), though it is the subassumption of 
directness that is attacked, rather than the primary presupposition of 
encoding. 

A direct encoding model poses the obvious question of how such 
encodings could occur. Gibsonfs conceptualization of an ecologically active 
perceiver contains the germ of his later answers to that question and, we 
argue, the germ of interactive insights that allowed him to largely transcend 
the encoding approach altogether. In pursuit of this we turn now to 
Gibson's later development of his model. 

There is a powerful consistency in that development: The major 
features of Gibson's later model are all developments of the internal 
implications of Gibson's 1950 position. His theoretical manifests a 
deep faith in and commitment to the unfolding of the internal logic of his 
original insights . 

. : .... " ......... '" 1950 statement that the total stilnulatlLon 
perception was still consistent with a 
pel~celpticJn, just so long as the retinal 
mtonnaitio]naJ enhancement or en:ricJnll1lent. L:orlreslPOlildingJly 

per'cet:,1tlQ1n of the visual world 
conception of pel~celptilcm. 

to the 

ten.ab,[e in cOll1ulnction 
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The of an active and too 
in contrast with to be the 

...... ,1'T1~lrv locus of "The neural of the mobile eyes in the 
head of a mobile animal . . . cannot be of as the anatomical 

of the nerve cells that are in the fiber bundle. This 
anoato!mlcal pal:tern CJnal:tgE~s from moment to moment" flThe 

active gets invariant 
p. 

A different locus of information was one that 
ma.intalrlea a comparable to of and one that was 
c:1\.u:;yl.tc:u.~ to those perceptions. A new locus was required by 
Gibson's recognition of the importance of the active perceiver; such a locus 
was suggested by that same recognition. Gibson's original emphasis on the 
active perceiver stemmed in part from the motion paralla:: information 
concerning depth that was thereby derived. Motion parallax is a phenome
non of the structure of the ambient light through which the eye moves. The 
dear suggestion is that the broader spatial and temporal patterns in the 
ambient light might well be the actual locus of visual perception. 1 Certainly, 
on the one hand, there is no information available in the retinal image that 
is not available in the ambient light, and, on the other hand, it is difficult to 
conceive what alternative external locus for visual perception might be 
possible. Furthermore, very encouraging success was obtained in investigat
ing the information that was in fact available in the ambient light. 
Correspondingly, "In my book, The Perception of the Visual World (1950), 
I took the retinal image to be the stimulus for an eye. In this book I will 
assume that it is only the stimulus for a retina and that ambient light is the 
stimulus for the visual system" (1966, p. 155). 

Thus, consideration of the fact and necessity of the active perceiver 
forced a shift in the postulated locus of visual perception from the retinal 
image to the ambient light. Consideration of the ambient light as the locus 
of perception forced, in its turn, a reciprocal revision of the conception of 
the perceiver. The logic of the second revision derives from the fact that 
such broader spatial and temporal patterns in the ambient light cannot 
simply be sought by the visual system, then, when found, statically, 
retinally perceived. They are, by definition, too big for that. They must be 
scanned, sampled, or otherwise interacted with in such a way as to detect 
and identify-to pick up-an encounter with a discriminable pattern. 

The detection and differentiation of such a broader pattern, a variant 
or invariant in the ambient light-the pickup of such information-is 
intrinsically interactive. The active perceiver of 1950 had to become a truly 
interactive .... Ol"r'O·j·uo ... 
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from response to stimulus to response 
exl)Jallatilon of constant . . . should be 

that includes the adjustments 
SUP'POSimg that the brain constructs or 

computes the information from a inflow of sensa-
tions, we ntay suppose that the of the organs of is 

the brain so that the system of and output 
resonates to the external p. 

The process of on the mnut-jtlul:'Out 
of a Del'cet>tu'll 

The process is 
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sensory organs. The eye and its stimulations 
mt'orrnaf:lOIl-e:dr':lctmg pattenlS of do not 

nDlr'rO"'l',:or to interactive information 
in the sense but in 

His criticisms also 
to encompass the 

for eX2lml,le, The homunculus cnl:lCl~;m, 
statement of the ne(:eS5;lty 

are messages, and messages have to 
ct-rnnaD"t- research was on the ambient 

information available to be picked up, not on the process of pickup. 
ct-rl"\naD'~t- Sllgj;estlO,n concerning the process of pickup wa~ in his use of 

the of resonance: The perceiver interactively resonates with the 
available information (for example, 1966, p. 5; 1979, p. 246). Consistent 
with this suggestive metaphor, he also referred to the process of becoming 
able to extract information, of learning to resonate to available 
information, with a metaphor of "tuning." 

This structure of metaphors was unfortunate in several senses. First, 
resonance is only one of the ways in which energy patterns can be picked up 
without intermediate enhancement of encoded information. Second, 
resonance requires periodicities in patterns to resonate to, and those are not 
necessarily available in information to be perceived. Third, even if such 
periodicities were available, it is neither at all dear what it is about the 
interactive loop that would resonate to them nor how it would do so. 
Fourth, last, and most important, that which resonates generally resonates 
at the same (or a directly related) frequency as that which is resonated to. 
The resonant frequency is a copy, a duplicate, of the original frequency. 
Such vestiges of picture, of image, of encoding conceptualizations are 
regretfully distortive of Gibson's basic interactive insight in his concept of 
information extraction. The pattern of an interaction need not have any 
particular structural correspondence whatsoever with the pattern of 
ambient light that it differentiates. 

Nevertheless, the basic direction of the evolution of Gibson's theory 
seems dear. It was not complete, however, with the advent of interactive 
information extraction. A still further step was required in order for Gibson 
to avoid his own homunculus criticism. This involved the problem of 
meaningfull perception. 

In The perception of the visual world (1950), Gibson made a distinction 
between "the perception of the substantial or world and ... the 
perception of the world of useful and significant things to which we 

attend" (p. italics The first kind of 
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the second he called schematic. Schemati 
oeJrceotIon because liter, 

Impf€~S][OnIS for a 

to 

mean]mgs; SlLla~ael11Y all of Gibson's criticisms to his ow 
this would not do. 
germ of Gibson's solution to this problem was alread 

present in 1950. He recognized, for example, that "squeezableness } 
which seems to be located in the object, not in th 

hand .... Visual objects appear to have soaked up such qualities and to b 
fairly saturated with them, the use of the object and the shape of the obje( 
being almost indistinguishable" (pp. 203, 204). The critical distinction her 
is between the spatial nature of the object and its functional, or usefu 
nature. The pernicious assumption is that the perception of the functiom 
nature is dependent on the perception of the spatial nature. 

Suppose instead that the most direct focus of perception is th 
functional nature of that which is perceived. Suppose that what are mm 
directly perceived are functional potentialities, potential usefulnesses. Th 
patterns of interactions that detect ambient light patterns, after all, are nc 
in any sense copies of those light patterns nor of the physical surfaces an 
edges that yield them; they, rather, are simply interaction outcomes the; 
may indicate potentialities for further actions and interactions. They ar 
simply functional indicators. 2 

Such an imbuing of perception with direct, functional, ecologicc 
meaning, already hinted at in his 1950s discussion of squeezability, yield 
Gibson's concept of affordance. "The affordance of anything is a specifi 
combination of the properties of its substance and its surfaces taken wit 
reference to an animal" (1977, p. 67, italics omitted), Affordances are thos 
things the environment II offers the animal, what it provides or furnishe 
either for good or ill" (1979, p. 127).3 And such affordances are intrinsic t 
perception: 4 

The composition and layout of surfaces constitute what afford . . . to 
perceive them is to perceive what they [surfaces] afford ... it implies that 
the "values" and "meanings" of things in the environment can be directly 
npr(-Plvl"rl (1979, p. 127). 

nPTTPivirlO' of an affordance is not a a value-
free ntnl<l.l!"::!! to v~hich me'aning is S011fiehow that no 
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one has yet been able to agree upon; it a process of "",.-C'."lu1TIO a value-
rich (1979, p. 

Interactive information extraction and affordances were the culmina-
tions of moves away from his direct 

\JttlOtlM we later argue that those moves 
nevertheless transcended that 

process, the process 
interactive 

as to make it dear that 
resonance, 

ultimate 
pelrcepttlal encoding, if any, occurred it was not nor necessary nor 
independent, but, rather, subsidiary to interactive extraction. Gibson's 
basic was that it is possible to derive information about an 
environment from interactions with that environment without encoding 
anything from that environment. 

SOME CONCEPTUAL DISTINCTIONS 

We turn now to some conceptual distinctions that will be useful in later 
analyses of Gibson's position. The first is a distinction between preparatory 
processes and constitutive processes (Shaw & Bransford, 1977). Essentially, 
some processes are functionally preparatory to particular other processes, 
and some are constitutive of particular other processes. For example, 
buying ingredients is preparatory to making a cake, while blending those 
ingredients is constitutive of making that cake. Conversely, erecting the 
walls on a foundation is preparatory to putting up the roof, but it is 
constitutive of building the house. The distinction is useful because any 
process or element that is preparatory to any representational phenomenon, 
such as perception, is subject to the homunculus criticism: it requires a 
subsequent interpreter. Preparatory representations and representational 
phenomena necessarily involve encodings because interactive representa
tional processes are intrinsically interactive and in process, and there is, 
consequently, no time during which a process could occur. The 
preparatory-constitutive distinction, thus, picks out an aspect of the 
necessity of an interpreter for any encoding. 

The second distinction is among three levels of the phenom-
enological, the functional, and the material. The phenomenological level of 
analysis is concerned with the organism's of its the 
functional level with those abstract processes and mechanisms that 
constitute the and the material level with 
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those structures and processes in the 
functional processes 
processes constitute 

In other material 

constitute 

one 
functional process can be to another functional process, and 
one process to another material process. The is that no such 
process involved in a can and 
mClepemlel1ltly ret:)reserltaltio:nal in nature, for to claim such is to that 

need for a and, 
the interpretation is 

reCIUll~e further interpretation) or to 
pn~umed iIldE~Dend~ent representational (encoding) 

inteIl)re'tat:ion is in terms of, thus to, an interactive 
processes in can, of course, be 

collectively constitutive interactive representational phenomena, just so 
long as the representational nature is an aspect of the entire interactive 
organization and is not presumed to be resident in any component process 
per se. 

Gibson did not accept the formal position of philosophical phenom
enology, but his reliance on the phenomenological level in the previous 
sense is frequent and clear. These range, for example, from his seeking lito 
establish an empirical correspondence between the stimulus and its con
scious resultant" (1950, pp. 51-52) to his claim that a theory of perception 
should account for "the eventful world and the awareness of 
being in the world" (1979, p. 239) and to "what an object affords us is what 
we normally pay attention to" (1979, p. 134). More fundamentally, Gibson 
relies implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) on the phenomenological level of 
analysis every time he claims that perception is direct in the sense of not 
being mediated by preparatory processes: "The term awareness is used to 
imply a direct pickup of the information, not necessarily to imply 
consciousness" (1979, p. 250). 

AN INTERACTIVE MODEL OF PERCEPTION 

At this point, we briefly outline an interactive model of perception.:; 
the for purposes of and contrast with 

teatUl'es, and 
1". ... 1. ....... • ou criticisms of mental-
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on)cE~ssllng theories. Our T\ .. 1 ..... ~ .... t concern at this time is neither with the 
ultimate correctness of the model nor with its 
an of a model that avoids the ",,"-L.\.L ,ou 

r .. tl"1nlnp and that it an on Gibson's own 

Q'oal-du'ected system is 
actions with the environment that are depelrld4ent 
U ..... A.," .... indications about that in the interactive 

structure of such indications the 
a nonencoded It must be and 

current, both in terms of the passage of time and of the outcomes of 
interactions. This updating process is called Within this view, 

is the process of with the world insofar as such 
interacting participates in the apperceptive updating of the situation image. 
Some interactions will be relatively specialized for the sake of their 
apperceptive consequences rather than for their consequences on the world, 
that is, some are more perceptually specialized than others. However, the 
two basic aspects of serving as a ground for apperception and of potentially 
transforming the world are present in all interactions. 

A fundamental point to be noted is that the apperceptive consequences 
of an interaction always exceed the immediate outcomes of the interaction. 
In other words, the apperceptive updating of the situation image as the basis 
for potential future actions always exceeds the immediate indications of the 
interaction outcomes upon which those apperceptions are based. Thus, the 
outcome of a visual scan of a glass of water most immediately indicates that 
appropriate optical conditions for such a scan were present at the time of 
the scan, but it apperceptively indicates the potentialities for multiple future 
interactions, ranging from additional scans to taking a drink, 

It should also be noted that there are no encoded inputs coming in from 
the environment to be processed in this model. There are instead 
interactions with the environment, which interactions yield internal 
outcomes, and which outcomes yield internal indications concerning 
possible future interactions. Inputs to the system are generated by the sense 
organs, of course, but the significance of those inputs concerning the 
environment resides only in their participation in an overall (perceptual) 
interaction. 6 





Gibson's Metatheoretical Critique 

In our review of Gibson's theory, we have already presented some of 
Gibson's basic meta theoretical arguments as they apply to sensation-based 
models in particular and to encoding models in general. In this section, we 
examine some important elements of Gibson's more general meta theoretical 
critique. This examination is both in terms of the internal logic of these 
meta theoretical stances and as they apply to mental-processing theories. We 
find the stances to contain valid and telling arguments, but we find the 
conclusions to be invariably overstated concerning the scope of the 
arguments. These errors, we suggest, have unfortunately obscured Gibson's 
basic insights and, we argue later, may well have inhibited critical 
developments in Gibson's own model. The section is intended both as an 
analysis and as a clarification of these issues per se and as a prelude to later 
discussions. 

MEMORY IN PERCEPTION 

In sensation-based models of perception, sensations are presumed to 
undergo informationally enhancing processing to yield perceptions. A 
major component of that processing has been assumed to be some sort of 
comparisons of sensations or retinal images with memories or the activation 
of associations to memories. Stemming from this connection, Gibson's 
criticisms of alternative approaches to perception have included criticisms 
of the idea that memory is involved in perception. 

These criticisms are at times clearly specific to informational-enhance
ment models: 

All kinds of metaphors have been suggested to describe the ways in which 
sensory are nrf'1.t'P<::c:prt to It is sUj:)posed that 

21 
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sensation occurs occurs next, and occurs a 
pr()gfli!SSJion from the lower to the mental processes. . . . All 
theorists seem to agree that past is to bear on the 

which means that memories are somehow to them 

At other times amount to a (TP1',pr:21 rtp1"1C!1n.n the COllce1,t of memory: 

We assume that memories accumulate and are stored that 
pictUl:'eS, or of the past; or that memory is 

;ll"'t'I1;1lllv p.hyisio.log~call, not of engrams or traces; or that 
it consists of neural connections, not engrams; that memory is the 
basis of all that memory is the basis of habit; that memories live 
on in the unconscious; that is a form of memory; that cultural 
helredity is another form of memory; that any effect of the past on the 
present is memory! If we cannot do any better than 
this, we should stop p. 

There are two ways in which memory might conceivably be involved 
in Gibson's own theory: in the process of information pickup itself, the 
resonating, and in the process of learning to pick up particular information, 
the tuning. Gibson has at times acknowledged the role of some form of 
memory in tuning: 

A kind of memory in a new sense of the term is definitely if we are 
to explain not apprehension over time but repeated apprehension over 
time. For the fact is that an observer learns with (1966, p. 265); 

and at other times denied it: 

[The theory of information pickup] needs to explain that is, the 
improvement of perceiving with practice and the education of attention, 
but not by an appeal to the catch-all of past or to the muddle of 
memory (1979, p. 254). 

At all times, however, Gibson has denied a role for memory in the actual 
extraction of information: 

An individual who explores a strange locomotion not have 
to J remember a series of forms. . . . What went out of as he moved 
one way comes into view as he returns. . . . He does not have to remember 
it ... but to apprehend its p. 

The theory of information up does not need memory. It does not 
have to have as a basic the effect of past on present 

way of memorl 
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A clarification of these issues f"t:>cr'111f"t:>cCl first that a distinction be made 
between the of memory and models of 
memory. The of memory is essenjtia!!~ 

delpeI1.ClE~ncie: Current process is in some way mtOrlmaltlcmaliJY 
dent on process, that current interactive pal:tern 

interactive pattern. In this sense, memory is an 
an aspect such inforlmational ClelpellCl,m(:e hoi(lm~ 

There are many .,.....r.Li"'I'" 

nn,C!Cl11-.l'tr occur and of the various ways in which it does 
occur, but of particular relevance to the current are those models 
in which memory is to occur via discrete stored memories and, 

more specifically, models in which such discrete memories are 
presumed to play an essential role in perception. In this sense, memories are 
discrete entities (or processes) that are specialized for their role in memory 
in the broader aspectual sense. 

Interaction outcome indicators, in the sense discussed earlier, might 
seem to be discrete memories. But such indicators do not represent anything 
in particular at all: They are simply internal switching signals from one 
process to others. Indicators may participate in interactive representational 
phenomena, but they do not in themselves constitute self-sufficient 
representations. This is not the manner in which discrete memories 
function; thus, indicators are not memories. 

Discrete memories are encoded representations of past situations or 
events. They are commonly thought to arise from the storage of discrete 
frames of perceptual experience. Any role for such encodings in a represen
tational phenomenon, such as perception, requires that such encodings first 
be retrieved and interpreted, because there is no other way for their 
inforlmational or representational content to be accessed. 7 Thus, any such 
role must be preparatory to that representational phenomenon. 

Furthermore, the only reason to retrieve and interpret such a special
ized memory is exactly in order to access its inforlmational content, that is, 
to enhance the process that is about to occur (or to resume occurring) with 
the inforlmation in the memory. Certainly such enhancing interpretations of 
memories do occur, as in reminiscing about the past; the issue concerns 
their role in perception. 

Thus, any involvement of discrete memories, arising from discrete 
perceptual experiences, requires preparatory retrieval and interpretation 
and is for the purpose of inforlmational enhancement; we find the whole 
package of "homunculus-requiring preparatory enhancement prior to the 
phenomenological experience of perception" arising intrinsically from the 
postulation of the essential involvement of discrete memories in perception. 

Correspondingly, if we examine the particulars of Gibson's ar~~Ulneltlts 
a~cun~st the involvement memory In Pei~CeiDtiiJn; we find that are 
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paC:kaJ;e of the involv'ement 
does not 

imag],ng phen iOIrleI1ta occur; he 
that such 

denies their 
role in pel~celpti~Jn: 

He 

that reminiscence, eXJ)ecltation, imc:lgirlation, 
dreaming ::lJrt1fl~llv occur. It is to 

role to Derlceivrim~ (1979, p. 254). 

at multiple 
in dis,crtete perceptual PY1"\p1",,prlrp<I:' 

The trouble with the classical of memory as 
over time is that it with sensations in a discrete 
series. It that the observer gets only a series of stimuli (1966, 
p.264). 

[If perceptual experiencing is discrete J it should be possible to find out 
when perceiving stops and remembering begins. But it has not been 
possible .... A special sense dearly ceases when the sensory 
excitation ends, but a perception does not. It does not become a memory 
after a certain length of time. A perception, in fact, does not have an end. 
Perceiving goes on (1979, p. 253). 

The act of picking up information " is a continuous act, an activity 
that is ceaseless and unbroken. . . . perceiving is a stream, and William 
James' description of the stream of consciousness ... applies to it. Discrete 
percepts ... are "as mythical as the Jack of Spades" (1979, p. 240). 

to their presumed role in perception: 

Memory in the traditional sense of stored engrams is not required (1966, p. 
265). 

[Tuning] need not be thought of as depending on a memory, an image, 
an engram, or a trace (1979, p. 254). 

Gibson's arguments, then, hold only against the role of memories in 
perception in the encoding sense, not a possible role for 
memory in perception in the more general sense of informational 
past dependency. Gibson's are powerful, his conclusion is 
overstated and invalid as stated. In senses as pelrceptJ'.lal 
systems (1966), Gibson suggested that a version of memory might 
be appropriate in a model of at for but he 
apparently and unJ:orf:unateJly a,oallCicmeCi 

Certainly do not 
model outlined earlier. Memory in the mtonnatlO:nal 

the 
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extant indicators as well as on the current 
flow of interaction. But this involvement of memory is continuous, not 
discrE~te: it is constitutive of to 

of T'II;>,rrCJ"u;no 

in sense also 
;rn;rnI1JPfI;. neither discrete memories nor nr,:>n':::lr!'lf-nT"{f pro(:es~nn~;. 

More Gibson's arguments 
memory as it is involved iri his own for informational 

to with, in the learning, or tuning, 
he basically acknowledged in 1966, p. 

rv10reover, it is involved in interactive informatiol' extraction. Gibson, as 
we have seen, argues that is not instantaneous, but that it is a 
process occurring through time. It is the temporally structured pattern of 
interaction that is perceptually critical, and this is so in two senses: Some 
information that is picked up from the ambient light is intrinsically 
temporally structured, and even the temporal invariants must be interacted 
with through time to be detected. In all cases, then, the temporally 
structured pattern of perceptual interaction is critical. But the occurrence of 
a temporally structured pattern of interaction is informationally dependent 
on the occurrence of past aspects of that pattern-that is, perceiving 
involves memory. 

Gibson's arguments, then, apply against memory as it would be invol
ved in an encoding model of perception, not in an interactive model. His 
overstatement of his conclusion is understandable, in that he did not have a 
general interactive modeling approach available as an alternative to be 
contrasted with the encoding approach, but it is unfortunate in that, among 
other things, it obscures features of his own model and likely inhibited 
further development of those features. 

INFERENCE IN PERCEPTION 

The basic issues regarding the involvement of inference in perception are 
closely parallel to those regarding memory in perception: the historical 
origins of Gibson's criticisms, the nature of the criticisms, and the nature of 
the required revisions. This parallelism is a manifestation of a deeper point 
regarding the relationships between interactive and encoding perspectives. 

Inference, along with memory, was one of the components of the 
ge11er'atlon of from sensations in models 
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The visual sense must be mind. There 
must mental 
process which in some constructs the world out 
presented to the mind. Such a be one of association and 
inten!nlee (1950, p. 13, emJ)haSiis 

Such a role for inference was no more to Gibson than was the 
role for memory, a shift to modern does not 

constitute an imr)ftClV4em.ent: 

that the of the sensory channels are 
to will do. The are described in terms 

of information but the processes are described in terms of old-
fashioned mental acts: inference, concepts, 

and storage and retrieval of ideas. These are still the of 
the mind upon the deliverances of the senses. . . . It will not and the 
apt)ro.ach should be abandoned (1979, p. 238). 

As with memory, argument the involvement of infer-
ence in perception is the homunculus argument. The homunculus argument 
applies to preparatory, encoding, versions of a phenomenon, and, thus, 
again as before, the required revision of the argument depends upon a 
distinction between encoding versions of inference and nonencoding, 
interactive, versions. 

Inferences that require subsequent interpretation are inferences that 
yield encodings. Within an encoding perspective, these are discrete 
processes that generate new encodings out of old ones. Old encodings, of 
course, are in general memories or sensations, and new ones may well be 
perceptions. Inference from this is a discrete 
differentiated phenomenon that is functionally complementary to the 
discrete differentiated phenomena of sensations, and 
so on. 

The nonencoding version of inference as with memory, an aspectuaI 
version. Inference is an aspect of choice or selection or and such 
selection among alternatives is an aspect of any goal-directed activity, of 
any interaction, when more than one exists. Selection and 
concomitant inference may well be of an 
interactive but they will be ~¥t:'CLl""'" n'rt:.£"iczt:.I" 

aspectual sense. 
Inference in the in the interactive 

model of perception 
indicators involves seleCl:lOlns, 
indicators. It is also nr'::'c::t:.f"lt 

in '\ .... n.Ji3U'H 
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what information to 
new information is worth 

be wrong, in the sense of not ul&.'tiilna 

information ""_""'_''', and thus in need of revision and 
an of 
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hold versions and miss 
noneJnCC)OJlng vel-SIClns, even in his own modeL 

interest and in the interest of later reference. encoding 
phenjorrlenla tum out to be limiting differentiations and specializations of 
representational functions that originate as aspects of interactive systems. 

Such specializations begin with one of the most fundamental of 
interactive systems: control. Control is the influence of one (sub)process on the 
course or pattern of another (sub )process. The first specialization of control is 
in terms of interactive indicators, as discussed earlier. One aspect of control is 
representation; it is derived from the environmental detection, transformation, 
and creation aspects-the implicit definitional aspects-of interactions. As 
control indicators acquire further differentiation and specialization with respect 
to this representational aspect, they develop into encodings, as signals, for 
example, for purposes of transmission, or as memories for purposes of storage. 

Such encodings, in turn, require appropriate auxiliary and comple
mentary differentiations and specializations, such as for interpretation, 
decision making, inference, and so on. That is, when representational 
functional aspects of interactive systems become differentiated into 
specialized components, they must do so in complementary packages. They 
must become differentiated with respect to each other in such a way that 
complementary functions remain available at the differentiated level as well 
as at the implicit aspectuallevel. Selection of new encodings on the basis of 
old encodings, for example, requires differentiated inferences. 

Such differentiation within an interactive system occurs, both phylo
genetically and ontogenetically, precisely because of the specializations of 
function that are thereby obtainable. Specialization allows first of all for 
greater flexibility of use, as with a subroutine. It also allows the evolution 
and development of such differentiated subsystems specifically with respect 
to their specialized functions, and, thus, the development of much greater 
power than might otherwise be obtainable. However, such differentiations 
and specializations of aspects of interactive systems always occur within the 
context of interactive systems, always in the service of interactive systems, 
and always in principle eliminatable in those systems. 

Encoding versions of rn.!CTT'l1.f-"U::> p,hellOIneltla, 
erished cases interactive versions when en<:odtmJ~s 
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to 

f\II,orn,nr'u and inference are two of the most prominent features of 
sensation-based models' enhancement of sensations into 
Gibson's criticisms of their involvement in peJrcepti,on is derivative from his 
rejection of such enhancement in His basic criticism of preparatory 
enhancement is the homunculus and, as has been noted, this 
carries over to the special features of memory and inference. 

Gibson has an additional general argument against enhancement, how
ever. The homunculus argument derives from the for to 
have interpreters, while this second argument derives from the impossibility 
of encodings being given independent definitions. Consider the sensation
based role of memories in the construction of perceptions out of sensations. 
Memories provide information required for perceptions that is not to be 
found in the sensations. The memories, in turn, are derived from prior 
perceptions, which are similarly dependent on prior memories, of still 
earlier perceptions, and so on. We are forced either into an infinite regress 
or into the typical encoding innatism. Thus, we find: 

The error it seems to me, in assuming that either innate ideas or 
acquired ideas must be applied to bare sensory for perceiving to 
occur. The fallacy is to assume that because inputs convey no knowledge 
they can somehow be made to yield knowledge by them. 
Knowledge of the world must come from sorne\"'h«~rei 
whether it comes from stored from innate knowledl2e. or from 
reason. But all three doctrines qUE~tion. Kn.oV\riecige of the world 
cannot be explained by supposing that knoV\rie(12e of the world already 
exists. All forms of cognitive so as to account 
for 1979, p. 253). 

As with the homunculus argument, however, this circularity argument 
applies to versions of enhancement. Stated in its general 
form, this argument in that knowledge of the world is 
reauin~d to supply and of the What is actually 

pOltentlal world to make possible 
of the current actual world. In this the 
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of informationally deficient encoded sensations enhanced 
encodings of prior preceptions, or by any prior encodings, is untenable. In 
an interactive aspectual sense, however, enhancement is required. The 
information may be sufficient to specify the available affordances, but those 
specifications must be learned and explicated. Enhancement is an intrinsic 
aspect of such explication. Information pick up is an enhancement beyond 
the immediate patterns of interaction that specify that information. If, 
however, the phenomenological-level experience of perception is consti
tuted by such enhancing pickup, by apperceptive updating, then neither the 
homunculus nor the circularity arguments apply. 

DIRECT PERCEPTION 

Gibson's metatheory is basically an elaboration of his rejection of sensation
based enhancement theories. This includes his rejection of such particular 
features as memory and inference, as well as of the general phenomenon of 
enhancement. Instead of the sensation-to-perception model, Gibson claims 
that his theory is, and that all theories of perception should be, of direct 
perception. 

When I assert that perception of the environment is direct, I mean that it is 
not mediated by retinal pictures, neural pictures, or mental pictures. Direct 
perception is the activity of getting information from the ambient array of 
light. I call this a process of information pickup (1979, p. 147). 

Direct perception, then, is Gibson's primary term for his metatheory. It is 
partly positively defined by his own theory, but largely negatively defined 
by his criticisms of enhancement theories. 

We have found, however, that Gibson's meta theoretical arguments 
actually hold against encoding models of perception, not against all possible 
mental-processing models-in particular, not interactive models. 
This is fully consistent with the interactive Imagi1ts 
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of criticisms. it must be a direct 
encoding model. Thus, Gibson has evolved his way into an interactive 
theory and an antithetical encoding meta theory . 

The evolution of Gibson's theory has already been traced. The 
evolution of his metatheory is already clear: without a general alternative to 
contrast with encoding approaches, Gibson's criticisms would appear to 
apply with full generality, and that is exactly how they have been stated. 
Most of Gibson's available targets, in fact, have been exactly the kind of 
enhancement of encoding models to which his criticisms do apply. 

Adherents to the traditional theories of perception have recently been 
making the claim that what they assume is the processing of information 
[is J in a modem sense of the term, not sensations, and that therefore they 
are not bound by the traditional theories of perception. But it seems to me 
that all they are doing is climbing on the latest bandwagon, the computer 
bandwagon, without reappraising the traditional assumption that perceiv
ing is the processing of inputs (Gibson, 1979, p. 251). 

With such a conflict between theory and metatheory, however, 
Gibson's position is obviously subject to difficulties of interpretation. 
Critics of Gibson usually do not focus on the specifics of what he has 
learned about perception; the importance of his theoretical contributions is 
generally accepted. Nor do they usually focus on the particular logics of his 
meta theoretical arguments, which would be difficult to defeat within a 
presupposed encoding perspective. Instead, they focus on the implications 
of Gibson's overstated meta theory , charge that the alternative he offers is 
impossible, and, therefore, conclude that his metatheory need not be taken 
seriously. What is impossible, of course, is a direct encoding theory, but 
with the criticisms misplaced on the directness rather than on the encoding. 

The conflict between Gibson's theory and his overstated meta theory 
tends to obscure his basic interactive More unfortunate, however, 
is the effect on the those Gibson could 
not to be the processes pickup 
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Critics of Gibson 

In this section we examine two recent criticisms of Gibson's position 
(Ullman, 1980; Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1981) to illustrate the distortion and 
confusion that result from taking Gibson as espousing a direct encoding. In 
both cases, the authors, as is almost universal, proceed from an encoding 
perspective themselves, interpret Gibson's position as being that of a direct 
encoding, and attack the presumed directness of that position. Their critical 
points, we suggest, are generally telling against a direct encoding position, 
though not against an interactive position, and they presuppose a mediated 
encoding as the alternative to direct encoding. They are, therefore, subject 
to all of the difficulties inherent in that "alternative." 

It must be emphasized that to take Gibson as espousing a direct 
encoding model is not inaccurate: To do so is simply to take Gibson's own 
metatheoretical statements literally. It is, however, not perspicacious in that 
it obscures and ignores what is most novel and, we suggest, most valid in 
Gibson's theory. It is, unfortunately, to accept Gibson's own metatheo
retical strawman in place of his genuine theoretical and meta theoretical 
insights. 

ULLMAN 

In "Against direct perception," Ullman (1980) contrasts the "direct 
approach" to visual perception and cognition with the notion, "which is 
central to contemporary cognitive science. . . that mental processes 
involve computations defined over internal representations" (p. 373). The 
heart of Ullman's analysis is his conceptualization of what it would mean 
for perception to be direct: "In the direct theory, perception does not 
involve computations of any sort; it is the result of the direct of 
::lU::lH::ln!!D irJormation" The relation would be 

33 
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COlmput,ltl<mS as "defined over" and is evident 
in his choice of addition to exemplify process: The process of 
addition is direct if it is a nondecomposabIe table look up of the symbolic 
code for the sum, and it is indirect if it is decomposable into operations on 
such encodings. Ullman's encoding perspective is also explicitly manifest in 
such phrases as "the method by which the stereo information is encoded" 
(p. 380). 

Ullman's rendering of Gibson as a direct encoding theorist is the 
essence of his interpretation of direct as akin to a table look up that is not 
decomposable in psychological terms. Furthermore, we find, "A 
formulation in terms of invariances would be advantageous for the theory 
of direct perception if invariances could be discovered in the changing 
visual array that would be (a) informative enough to specify the structure of 
the moving objects, and (b) simple enough so that it would be reasonable to 
suggest that they are picked up directly" (p. 378); in his suggestion that 
things must be "simple" in order to be "picked up directly," it is clear that 
Ullman considers direct perception to be an impoverished version of the 
mediated encoding approach that he advocates. 

Given Ullman's position and interpretation of Gibson, his criticisms are 
understandable and appropriate. He argues on logical ground, for example, 
that "if we consider all distinguishable perceptions (such as the perception 
of all different shapes) as distinct percepts, the number of possible stimuli 
and percepts becomes too large to be amenable to direct pairing" (p. 376), 
that is, direct encoding, and, therefore, suggests that perception must 
"employ processes or rules of formation" (p. 376). The argument, of course, 
has a powerful impact on an impoverished direct encoding model, but none 
whatsoever on an interactive model. Such comparative impoverishment is, 
in fact, a point in favor of interactive models over encoding models (with 
their combinatorial restrictions), whether mediated or not. 

Ullman also presents two empirical examples as contraindications to 
direct encoding. The first is an illusion from which Ullman concludes that 
"the perception in Mach's illusion evidently depends on the internal state of 
the observer" (p. 379). The conclusion is not unreasonable, and we do not 
examine it in any the is that while the if true, may 
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Unman's criticisms, then, whether logical or empirical, apply with 
varying strengths to a direct encoding interpretation of Gibson, but not at 
all to an interactive model and, not to an interactive 
interpretation of Gibson. 

Ullman not only criticizes the directness of Gibson's direct encodings, 
but he also suggests a criticism of the logical form of the support that 
Gibson offers for his position. He suggests, in particular, that 

The argument that a Gibsonian theory of direct perception is required 
simply because, , ,sensation-based theories are considered untenable 
suffers the fallacy of "argument by selective refutation." That is, only one 
of the alternatives to "direct perception", not all of them, is refuted. 
Association of sensations is not the only conceivable form of a mediating 
perceptual process (p. 375). 

We have seen earlier, however, that Gibson's criticisms have a much 
broader scope than just sensation-based models. They apply to any 
perceptual model whatsoever that involves mediating encodings. Ullman 
does not consider the content of Gibson's major arguments at all, not to 
contest their validity, not to restrict their scope, and not to show that his 
own position is immune to them. 10 We argue, of course, that, as a mediated 
encoding position, Gibson's arguments not only apply to Ullman's position, 
but they are validly telling against it. 

There is, in fact, an important sense in which Ullman himself has 
inadvertently committed the fallacy of "argument by selective refutation." 
He has assumed that if perception is not a process of direct encoding, then it 
must be a process of mediated encoding. This ignores the third possibility of 
it being an interactive process. 

Ullman ends his discussion of Gibson with a defense of, and argument 
for, the general "computations defined over internal representations" 
approach to psychological phenomena. Critical to this discussion is the 
claim that: 
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FODOR AND PYL YSHYN 

The general logic of Fodor and Pylyshyn's "How direct is visual perception? 
Some reflections on Gibson's ecological approach" (1981) is identical to 
Ullman's: The two possibilities are direct encoding and mediated encoding; 
therefore, if direct encoding is proven untenable, then mediated encoding 
must be the case. Thus, both analyses miss the possibility of the interactive 
approach. 

Fodor and Pylyshyn's arguments, however, proceed somewhat differ
ently from Ullman's. The fundamental issue for Fodor and Pylyshyn is 
whether perception involves mediating inferences: Direct perception 
assumes that mediating inferences are not involved, while the "Estab
lishment theory (sometimes referred to as the 'information processing' view) 
is that perception depends ... upon inferences" (p. 139). They point out 
that some form of noninferential direct detection is common to both types 
of theories: 

Even theories that hold that the perception of many properties is 
inferentially mediated must assume that the detection of some properties is 
direct (in the sense of not inferentially mediated). Fundamentally, this is 
because inferences are processes in which one belief causes another. Unless 
some beliefs are fixed in some way other than by inference, it is hard to see 
how the inferential processes could get started. Inferences need premises (p. 
155). 

Thus, since direct detection is common to both approaches, the basic issue 
is whether direct detection is sufficient or whether inferences are necessary 
in aa'Oltl0I1. 
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point the other way around, our argument will be that the notion[s} of 
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that perception is inferentially mediated, This is hardly 
surprising: Gibson and the Establishment agree that pick up and inference 
exhaust the psychological processes that could produce perceptual 
knowledge; hence, the more pick up is constrained, the more there is left 
for inference to do (p. 141). 

Fodor and Pylyshyn proceed to consider and demolish several conceiv
able constraints that might appear to save Gibson's direct encoding from 
triviality, to examine some proper nontrivial constraints and show how 
these constraints require ensuing inferences, and to suggest that a deep 
source of Gibson's difficulties is that he overlooked the necessity of 
accounting for intentionality in human cognition, and, therefore, he 
correspondingly overlooked the necessary role of mental representations 
and concomitant inferences in accounting for such intentionality. There are 
also a number of subordinate and side points and arguments along the way. 

We do not contest Fodor and Pylyshyn's general arguments that a 
direct encoding interpretation of Gibson is untenable. The assumption that 
anything and everything perceived is directly encoded is trivial and empty: 
It yields an uninformative and unbounded ad hoc proliferation of basic 
encodings. 11 Our attention is much more focused, however, on two 
strongly interrelated issues: The failure of their critical arguments to apply 
to the interactive approach, and the failure of their arguments concerning 
what is the case to withstand a critical analysis of their encoding 
assumptions. 

First, it is clear that Fodor and Pylyshyn are implicitly assuming an 
encoding perspective in their arguments: Their ultimate proposal is for a 
mediated encoding perspective in which certain properties are directly 
encoded-transduced is their term-and perceptions are generated from 
those via inference. 
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The argument that Fodor and Pylyshyn propose, then, is that if direct 
detection is appropriately constrained so as to not be trivial, enhancement 
via inference is necessary. 

Second, it is clear that Fodor and Pylyshyn interpret Gibson as 
espousing an impoverished direct encoding version of an encoding model. 
This follows from their general treatment of Gibson as proposing a model of 
direct detection with no inference and of the Establishment approach as 
involving direct detection plus inference. It also follows more specifically 
from their equation of direct pickup with transduction: 

We will see ., that Establishment theories do propose mechanisms for 
the direct pick up of certain sorts of stimulus properties .... In 
Establishment theories what is directly picked up is . . . the properties to 
which transducers respond (p. 152). 

For us, "direct" means only "noninferential" (p. 156) .... noninfer
ential processes like transduction (p. 183, footnote 15). 

and most clearly in: 

(In Gibson's model] the objects of direct detection (transduction) must be 
so specified that no perceptual judgements turn out to be inferentially 
mediated (p. 157). 

We will assume, in what follows, the identification of what is "picked 
up" with those properties that transducers to (po 158). 

We also find overt manifestations of the impoverishment view of Gibson's 
model: In a discussion of what kinds of properties could be directly detected 
and, thus, what kinds of things could be transducers, they refer to them as 
"being primitive in the required sense" (p. 

Third, as mentioned previously I Fodor and Pylyshyn the gen-
as issue is whether there is 
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direct encodings are nondecomposable, while mediated encodings are 
decomposable and that explanations require decompositions. Decom
position of encoding problems is in terms of subencodings, and prior 
encodings, and their associated inferences-hence, the mediated encoding 
model. Interactive models, on the other hand, are also decomposable, 
though not necessarily in any way involving encodings or inferences, and, 
therefore, they are not subject to the trivialization argument. To assert that 
anything whatsoever can be interactively detected is not a trivialization of 
the interactive approach. 

In Fodor and Pylyshyn's discussion of what constraints and consequent 
conclusions they view as necessary in order to avoid the trivialization 
problem, they propose two major considerations. The first concerns an 
argument that on pain of trivialization, the physical layout of the environ
ment cannot be considered to be directly picked up-only certain properties 
of the ambient light can be-and, therefore, that perception of the layout 
must involve inferences based on the pickup of ambient light properties. 
The second involves an analysis of what properties of the light could 
possibly be directly picked up, that is, transduced, to serve as foundations 
for those inferences. We consider these two analyses to be the core compo
nents of Fodor and Pylyshyn's position. At the level of generality at which 
they are stated, in fact, they form the essential foundations of any version 
of the strongest form of the encoding approach to perception; the mediated 
encoding approach. We argue, respectively, (1) that the case for mediating 
inferences based on the pickup of properties of light is invalid when the 
interactive possibility is taken into account and (2) that the attempt to 
define transduction, of any properties, is internally incoherent. 

We address first the argument for the necessity of mediating inferences. 
Fodor and Pylyshyn begin with an examination of the related concepts of 
"containing information about" and "specifying." Essentially, the idea is 
that things contain information about each other if they are correlated, and 
one thing specifies another for a particular organism if, assuming those 
things in fact contain information about each other, that organism can find 
out the an occurrence of the first: 
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These conceptualizations, Fodor and Pylyshyn point out, give rise to a 
problem: 

Now, the relation of containing infonnation about is symmetrical, but, in 
the general case, the relation of specifying is not. 5uppose that the state of 
the layout is correlated in a certain way with the state of the light. While it 
is then true that the properties of the light contain information about the 
properties of the layout, it is equally true that the properties of the layout 
contain information about the properties of the light. However, for no 
organism that we know of . . . does the structure of the layout specify the 
light. Organisms just do not use the properties of the layout to find out 
how the light is arranged. Notice that that is not because the information is 
not there .... This raises a problem, though not one that Gibson discusses 
in these terms: Viz. what determines the direction of specification? (p. 159). 

The solution to the problem, they claim, is forthcoming: 

As soon as the problem is put this way, the principle at issue seems dear 
enough. What determines the direction of specification is the nature of the 
detectors (transducers) available to the organism. Light layout and 
not vice versa precisely because we have transducers for light and no 
transducers for layout (p. 159). 

To this point, we have no basic objections to Fodor and Pylyshyn's 
reasoning. The point that has been reached, however, is a critical one in 
that, if transducers are assumed to be direct encoders, one set of conclusions 
follows, while if they are assumed to be interactive detectors, a quite 
different set of conclusions follows. We have already argued, and will see 
still more evidence in a moment, that Fodor and Pylyshyn interpret 
tralnsdu.ce:rs as encoders. 
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It should be noted at this point that the critical implicit claim in this last 
sentence is not so much that Gibson does not have such a story, but that no 
such is for Gibson. To not have such a story could be taken 
simply as a focus for further work; for such a story to be impossible is fatal. 
We agree that no nontrivial story is possible within a direct encoding 
interpretation of Gibson, but will show that such a story is possible, and is 
in large respects already contained in Gibson's writings, for an interactive 
interpretation. 

The critical point for the moment, however, is Fodor and Pylyshyn's 
version of the story. 

The story is that you infer the latter [the layout] from the former [the light! 
on the basis of (usually implicit) know1edge of the correlations that connect 
them. Gibson dearly does not like this story, but it is quite unclear how he 
is going to get along without it .... The basic problem for Gibson is that 
picking up the fact that the light is so-and-so is facto a different state of 
mind from perceiving that the layout is so-and-so (p. 165). 

The essence of the matter is in this last sentence. The sentence is 
unobjectionable per se, and it certainly leads to the conclusion that Fodor 
and Pylyshyn want: "Some process must be postulated to account for the 
transition from one of these states of mind to the other, and it certainly 
looks as though the appropriate mechanism is inference" (p. 166). The 
difficulty is that the sentence and its consequences are non sequiturs from 
the discussion preceding them. 

The original formulation of the issue was in terms of moving from 
picking up features of the light to perceiving features of the layout. Fodor 
and Pylyshyn have shifted from this to a formulation in terms of moving 
from picking up that "the light is so-and-so" to perceiving that "the layout is 
so-and-so." This critical non sequitur is based on the assumption that 
picking up features of the is to up that the is 
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Furthermore, it fails in a way that provides an answer to their problem 
of specification. If the internal interaction outcome is correlated with the 
pattern of light, then it will also be correlated with anything that is 
correlated with that pattern of light-in particular, with features of the 
layout. That is, if the light contains information about the layout, then so 
will the interaction outcomes. And that internal information will have been 
I directly picked up' by the interactions, without any mediating encodings or 
inferences. 

Of course, if the internal outcomes contain information about anything 
correlated with the light patterns, then they contain information about a 
vast number of states of affairs: intermolecular forces underlying the 
substance of the layout, electron energy-level transitions in the surfaces of 
the layout, interference interactions in the light, and so on. The problem of 
specification, then, is not so much how the organism gets from the light to 
the layout as it is how the organism gets from internal interaction outcomes 
to the layout in particular, among all the other states of affairs about which 
those outcomes contain information. The answer, of course, is that it learns 
to do so. Other interaction systems are constructed that make use of those 
internal outcomes in selecting which kinds and courses of interactions are 
likely to be successful, that is, are likely to accomplish their (internal) goals. 
The organism, then, learns to pick up the information in the light and to 
make use of the information in the resultant internal outcomes, concerning 
what the environment will permit, deny, and inflict on the organism with 
respect to its own interactions. That the orgmism learns to use its 
internal outcomes to specify affordances. The organism learns to pick up 
affordances, directly. 12 

There are no encodings and no in this The pickup is 
direct, yet it is not trivial in the sense that Fodor and Pylyshyn charge: Both 
the learning of and the actual of such interactive detections, 

and in principle, highly decomposable, 
Inv'estlgaltat)le, and exJ;:>larlattory 
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51. Then what we learn about 52 in consequence of detected these 
informative properties upon which inferences we draw from their 
....... ~c""'nr-.::. .. (p. From an interactive this is exactly wrong. 
The inference from a causal mediation of an epistemic relation to a 
corresponding epistemic mediation of that epistemic relation holds only if 
the original epistemic relation to the light is an encoding. Then, by 
definition, the generation of new encodings for the layout from the original 
encodings for the light would involve inferences. If the epistemic relation to 
the light is one of interactive detection, however, it is equivalently an 
epistemic relation to any state of affairs that is causally mediated by, hence 
correlated with, that light-without any necessary epistemic mediation 
whatsoever.13 It is exactly the information in the light, the correlation, that 
is picked up, not the informative properties of the light. 

Fodor and Pylyshyn, however, take the case for their view to be so 
persuasive that they wish to explain how Gibson could have missed it: 

Something has clearly gone wrong, and it is not hard to see what it is. 
Having introduced the (purely relational) notion of states of affairs 
containing information about one another (Le., being correlated) Gibson 
then slips over into talking of the information in a state of affairs. And, 
having once allowed himself to reify information in this way (to treat it as a 
thing, rather than a relation), it is a short step to thinking of detecting the 
information in the light on the model of, for example, detecting the 
frequency of the light; viz. as some sort of causal interaction between the 
information and the states of a perceptual mechanism (the information 
makes the perceptual mechanisms "resonate") (pp. 166, 167). 

That is, having reified information as a thing in the light, rather than as a 
relation between the light and the layout, Gibson can talk of picking up that 
information directly and can avoid the issue of how the relation to the 
layout is epistemically captured: 

How (by what mental does the get from the detection 
of an informative property of the medium to the perception of a correlated 
property of the environment7 How does the fact that certain of 
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en(:octmg the informative features of the light, then 
must be from those encodings. Fodor and 

'J'!Fluct-run are correct in that you cannot detect a correlation per se (p. 166), 
you might learn about one. But to conclude that "you cannot pick up 

the property of being correlated with" (p. 168) and, therefore, that you must 
pick up the "informative properties" and infer the layout holds only when 
"pick up" is read as "encode." From an interactive perspective, picking up the 
property of "being correlated with" is exactly what is going on: The light is 
correlated with the layout-that is the information in the light. By 
interactively generating internal states that differentiate among relevant states 
of affairs in the light, those internal states are correlated with the light and, 
therefore, with the layout; the information (correlation with the layout) in the 
light has been directly picked up so that that same information (state of being 
correlated with the layout) is now present inside the organism. 14 There is no 
encoding that the light is so-and-so, no encoding of informative properties, 
and no subsequent mediating inferences in this story. Only when "pick up" is 
read as "encode," only when "information picked up" is reified as 
"information encoded," does the Fodor and Pylyshyn story follow. 

Fodor and Pylyshyn's argument for the necessity of mediating infer
ences has three major steps: 1) only features of the light can be (causally) 
directly detected; 2) to detect or pick up features of the light is to encode 
that the light is so-and-so; and 3) to get from encodings that the light is so
and-so to encodings of the layout requires mediating inferences. We have 
no objections to steps one and three, but have argued that step two is 
invalid and, therefore, that the overall argument is invalid. 

We have seen how two of Fodor and Pylyshyn's major arguments hold 
only if an encoding approach is presupposed. Their trivialization argument 
holds only against a direct encoding interpretation of Gibson, not against 
an interactive interpretation, and their first argument concerning what is 
necessary in order to avoid trivialization-that the layout must be inferred 
from the light-holds only if it is assumed that the properties of the light are 
encoded, not if they are detected. 15 

'vVe turn now to their second application of the trivialization consider-
am[)n--tc:l. in of Fodor position: their 
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We say that the system S is a detector (transducer) for a property P only if 
(a) there is a state Sj of the system that is correlated with P (Le., such that if 
P occurs, then Sj and (b) the generalization if P then Si is 
counterfactual supporting-i.e., would hold across relevant employments 
of the method of differences (p. 161). 

From Fodor and Pylyshyn's perspective, "It is, of course, condition (b) that 
does the work" (p. 162). This is because the mere fact of an if P then Si 
correlation (condition a) does not preclude mediating inferences: Such a 
correlation holds with, among other things, the layout, which is ultimately 
to be perceived. By requiring that the if P then 5; correlation be such that it 
is supportive of counterfactuals, that is, it holds even when other conditions 
are changed, Fodor and Pylyshyn intend to exclude mediating inferences. 

The basic reasoning here derives from the fact that mediating infer
ences are required when one state of affairs is inferred from the encoded 
premise of some other state of affairs: The point of the counterfactual
supporting condition is to exclude such epistemically mediating states of 
affairs and, thus, to exclude the inferences that connect the mediating
states-of-affairs premises to the ultimately encoded conclusions. The 
principle of this exclusion is that, when such epistemically mediating states 
of affairs are involved, the if P then Si connection can be broken by 
eliminating the mediating correlate. For example, the layout cannot be 
perceived if the mediating light patterns are missing-if the lights are 
off-thus the layout-to-perception correlation is not counterfactual sup
porting. But such errors 

... are possible only where the perception of P is mediated by the 
detection of one of its the [error] occurring when the correlation 
fails. however, transduction is, by not 
dependent on 
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which eliminates the inferences from that correlated state of affairs 
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we encounter a lacuna in Fodor and argument. 
Their constraint that a transducer must be 
aSS,OC]latE~a with a if P then Si is 
intended to eliminate an issue we address later. For 
now, however, we wish to point out that they need not only a P to Si 
connection, but also an Si to P connection: Sj as a state in the transducer is 
supposed to count as a detection of P. They have the simple Sj to P 
connection in that the P with Si correlation is symmetric, but if the reverse 
generalization, if then P, is not also counterfactual supporting, then the 
transducer must (attempt to) distinguish between those conditions in which 
the process potentially yielding Si is a detection of P, and those cases in 
which it is not-that is, the detection (transduction) yielding Si will involve 
inference, inference involved in determining whether Si should in fact be 
generated. 

Fodor and Pylyshyn have in fact assumed this reverse counterfactual
supporting condition without stating it. They clearly want the status of Si as 
a detection of P to be counterfactual supporting, for the counterfactual
supporting if P then Si assures that P is sufficient to Si, thus eliminating 
mediating inferences based on mediating correlations, but it requires a 
counterfactual-supporting if Si then P to assure that P is necessary to Si, 
thus eliminating discriminative inferences in determining whether P really 
exists and, thus, whether Si should be generated. They have assumed this 
reverse condition in a number of ways: in construing a transducer as a 
detector (pp. 160, 161, 163), in their claim that detectors (transducers) for P 
are "illusion-free with respect to P" (p. 162), in their claim that transducers 
are noninferential and thus cognitively impenetrable (that is, not subject to 
influence by inner premises and biases) (pp. 182-184), and so on. 
Henceforth, then, we assume both counterfactual-supporting constraints on 
transducers. 16 

Assuming such constraints, however, does not entail accepting them. 
Both constraints are needed (if not intended) in the definition of a 
transducer, and we assume them as such. We argue against them, however, 
both in terms of their separate possibilities and in terms of their joint 
adequacy. We also argue against the adequacy of even stronger conditions. 
If our arguments are valid, if these constraints are not possible, and not 
adequate, and if they cannot be strengthened in a way sufficient to be 
adequate, then the of a transducer fails to yield the properties that 
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interference with some necessary reaction, and so on. All that is required is 
that some connection in the causal sequence be temporarily disrupted. 

There are several apparent counterarguments to this point. The first is 
the daim that such disruptions simply render the system nonfunctional-it 
is not a transducer so long as the connection is broken. This has an intuitive 
appeal, especially when considering permanent disruptions, but when 
considering temporary and reversible disruptions it breaks down. The 
whole point of the counterfactual-supporting condition is to render the 
detection of P a nonmediated detection by virtue of making the connection 
from P to Si sufficient and certain, thus obviating the need for any 
mediating considerations of any mediating states of affairs. If those 
mediating states of affairs can potentially be blocked, however, then they 
potentially must be taken into account, and the detection of P cannot be 
considered to be I direct.' 

Another way to see this is to note that if such disruptions can be ruled 
out as invalid, if the transducer only exists or only functions under 'normal' 
conditions, then the if P then Si generalization is no longer counterfactual 
supporting, but is only valid across employments of the method of 
differences (the altering of normal correlational relationships) that do not 
alter the normal ecological conditions and relationships. But, of course, 
under normal ecological conditions, the layout is correlated with internal 
states, and the layout-to-internal state relationship remains unchanged so 
long as such normal conditions remain unchanged. Thus, the layout (or 
anything else, for that matter) can be transduced, and we have returned to 
the trivialization problem. Fodor and Pylyshyn are aware of this sort of 
problem, and they point out the invalidity of such appeals to ecological 
normality (p. 161), but it is not dear how their own definition is to escape 
the same problem. 

Considering the second counterfactual-supporting condition, if Si then 
P, that is, that P is necessary to Si, we find similar problems. For P sufficient 
to Si, we have the potentiality of the causal chain between P and 
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the constraints of between P and Sj 
are to web or network of causal 
processes in which in to 
necessary and connection between them. Fodor and Pylyshyn 
believe that the relationship between P Si will have the required 
properties if that relationship is based on a physically lawful generalization 
(pp. 163, 164), but, so as the chain of connections has any temporal 
extent, there remains the possibility of disruption and illusion within that 
chain, unless it is assumed to be isolated and protected within a dosed, 
'ecologicaUy normal' system. Thus, the kind of relationship, the kind of 
lawfulness, that Fodor and Pylyshyn need between P and Si can be obtained 
in only two ways: by requiring an assumption of ecological validity, which 
makes their proposal no different from Gibson's direct encoding, or by 
having P and Si be simultaneous, thus allowing no possibility of disruption or 
interference. Such simultaneous lawful relationships certainly exist in 
physics, for example, in Maxwell's equations, but recourse to this point 
would leave only the most elementary subatomic quantum interactions as 
possible grounds for transduction and, thus, only the corresponding quantum 
states of affairs as properties that could possibly be transduced. But this 
would have the layout being inferred from transduced premises concerning 
the quantum states of affairs (inside the rods and cones?), not a likely 
proposition and certainly not the one that Fodor and Pylyshyn propose. 

The necessity and sufficiency conditions between P and Si are intended 
to eliminate inference in the detection of P, so as to provide a ground of 
premises for subsequent inferences, by eliminating specification and 
differentiation relationships that would require inferential computation. 
The same arguments that apply to Gibson with regard to this quest also 
apply to Fodor and Pylyshyn: The only way to arrive at such necessity and 
sufficiency is to postulate the transduction (direct encoding) of only the 
most elementary and unlikely states of affairs. There is a deeper argument 
against this concept of transduction, however, that does not depend on any 
difficulties in finding such necessary and sufficient relationships. To present 
this argument, therefore, we assume that a transducer requires a counter
factual-supporting relationship of P if and only if Si and that reasonable 
such can be found. 
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can be based. the basic models of 
oel~celDticJn, the problem that transduction is has 
been and we an infinite regress. also encounter the 
regress of having to postulate prior encodings of P and of the relationship 
between P and its in order to account for the inferences to and 
then of trying to account for those encodings.) Fodor and Pylyshyn's 
move, of basing transduction on necessary and sufficient causal relation
ships, epistemically buys nothing. 

As Fodor and Pylyshyn point out (though in a different context), "The 
existence of a correlation [or an identity 1 between two states of affairs does 
not, in and of itself, explain how the detection [or generation] of one of 
them could eventuate in ... knowledge of the other" (p. 167). The problem 
encountered in attempting such an explanation within an encoding 
perspective is that we are attempting to generate something that is 
meaningful, an encoding, out of something that is not, a physical event or 
state of affairs, but encodings can be defined only in terms of already 
existing meanings. The regress that is generated by that attempt is, 
interestingly, a converse of Gibson's homunculus problem: The homun
culus problem focuses on the necessity of an interpreter for already existing 
encodings; the regress above stems from the necessity for an interpreter, a 
provider of meanings, to generate any initial encodings. 

There is stilI a further difficulty, however, even if the necessity and 
sufficiency difficulties and the initial interpretive regress were all 
discounted. If an encoding of P is to be generated, then something, perhaps 
Si, is to be taken as such an encoding of P. But a major difficulty ensues: 
What is it for Si to be an encoding of P? It is for there to be an epistemic 
correspondence between Sj and P, for there to be knowledge of what Si 
encodes. But how can there be knowledge of the P that Sj is to be taken as 
en(:oclim?1 Only in terms of the for P. Thus we have: Si encodes 
whatever Si encodes. We have encountered the incoherence problem. 

One last move might seem to be to drop the claim that Si is a 
nrlOTnl<::p or involves an and simply that initial internal states 
such as Sj and are transformed into other internal states various 
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and because neither the initial regress nor the encoding 
incoherence can be avoided. If transduction is incoherent, then so also is 
any model of mediating inferences grounded on transduced We 
conclude that not only is the direct encoding approach to perception 
untenable, but so also is the mediated encoding approach. 19 

CONCLUSIONS 

In both cases examined, Ullman (1980) and Fodor and Pylyshyn (1981), the 
arguments are directed against a direct encoding interpretation of Gibson 
from a mediated encoding perspective on perception. In both cases, the 
general arguments are valid against a direct encoding interpretation, though 
not against an interactive interpretation. Furthermore, in both cases, the 
mediated encoding alternatives proposed are fatally vulnerable to criticisms 
directed at their encoding foundations. In the Fodor and Pylyshyn article, 
that mediated encoding alternative position is particularly well elaborated; 
its vulnerabilities are thus exposed in corresponding detail. In spite of 
Gibson's own meta theory, then, a direct encoding interpretation of Gibson 
is untenable. So also is the mediated encoding alternative to Gibson. This 
leaves the interactive interpretation of Gibson and the interactive approach 
in general. 





Perception and Beyond 

DIRECT ENCODING MODELS OF PERCEPTION 

Gibson came closest to making an explicit commitment to a direct encoding 
~ model in his 1950 book. The direct retinal-stimulus-to-perception relation
ship of the model is tantamount to a direct encoding. Intrinsic tensions in 
that model, however, stimulated and guided the evolution of an increas
ingly interactive model of perception, including a shift in the causal locus of 
perception to the ambient light patterns, the development of an interactive 
conceptualization of the perceiver, and the realization that functional 
affordances were the primary objects of perception, rather than meaningless 
physical arrangements. 

Gibson's meta theory , on the other hand, retained and elaborated a strong 
implicit commitment to direct encodings. Gibson's basic stance had originated 
as a negative reaction against the inadequacies of mediated encoding models, 
and, while his theory went on to develop a positive interactive content, his 
meta theory retained a basically negative critical character. A meta theory 
consisting largely of criticisms of mediated encoding models continued to back 
Gibson into a direct encoding comer because he had no meta theoretical 
sense of any other direction to move. If perception were not a mediated 
encoding process, then it apparently to be a direct process, 
because he had no explicit sense of any other alternative. Gibson, thus, had no 
explicit interactive metatheory to match his interactive theory and to give 
positive guidance, not just critical to the development of 
that theory. Accordingly, he continued to overstate his meta theoretical 
criticisms in such a way as, if taken literally, to implicitly commit him to a 

en(:oomg model-the overstatements left no other possibility-and he 
correspondingly and inhibited the of the interactive 
processes posited overstated critical prohibited 
some of the most fruitful directions of ex,\:)IQI'aUon. 

53 
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en(:O(lm~ model of perception is untenable. It first of all, 
not meaningfully (Ullman, 1980) and is thus explanatorily 
trivial (Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1981). These criticisms, however, are stated 
from a mediated encoding perspective and have a correspondingly limited 
impact. Gibson's homunculus argument, in contrast, applies both to 
mediated encoding models and to direct encoding models. So also do the 
more general interactive-perspective arguments of logically independent en
codings being unnecessary and incoherent. A direct encoding model, then, 
is more deeply untenable as an encoding model than it is as a direct 
encoding model. 

For all these reasons, a direct encoding interpretation of Gibson's 
theory, however appropriate and understandable it may be given his 
meta theory, is an unfortunate and unperspicacious interpretation. In 
focusing on the untenability of the direct encoding commitments of his 
metatheory, the validity of those meta theoretical criticisms against 
mediated encoding models is overlooked, and the nature and value of the 
interactively interpretable insights in his theory is obscured. 

MEDIA TED ENCODING MODELS OF PERCEPTION 

The deficiencies of mediated encoding models of perception formed the 
point of origin for Gibson's theory and have formed the carapace of his 
meta theory ever since. From Gibson's perspective, those deficiencies 
included the assumption of a passive perceiver, the infinite regress involved 
in trying to explain encodings (perceptions) in terms of enhancing prior 
encodings (memories based on prior perceptions), and the infinite regress of 
homunculi needed to interpret the presumed resultant encodings. 

Internal to an encoding perspective, however, the issues appear 
differently. From an encoding perspective, all representation, including 
perception, must be some kind of encoding, for representation is encoding. 
From such a perspective, Gibson's criticisms seem to miss the 
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The basic components of that task are to determine the nature of the 
basic encodings and encoders, of the transducers, and of the subsequent, 
presumably inferential, enhancements that yield Transducers 
cannot be too powerful, for to assume unlimited transducing power is to 
render the concept trivial and explanatorily empty. In addition, it is simply 
not the case that everything that needs to be perceived permits the lawlike 
certainty of relationship between stimulus and encoding that is necessary 
for a noninferential transducer to function-that is, not all encoding 
relationships are capable of being physically lawful. Perception, then, 
requires inferences based on sufficiently simple, materially lawful, direct 
encodings (transductions). Gibson's direct encoding model, obviously, is 
(or seems to be) inadequate to these considerations. 

Such a stance is probably the most powerful position possible, given 
the constraints of an encoding perspective. Given the premises of that view, 
the reasoning regarding transducers and inferences does hold (as far as it 
goes), and Gibson's (or anyone else's) arguments that the reasoning can not 
go far enough, that the approach is fatally flawed in principle, simply must 
be wrong because they yield such impossible consequences. 

To dismiss Gibson's arguments this easily, however, is simply to ignore 
that they do apply to mediated encoding models (especially the two infinite
regress arguments) and, correspondingly, to ignore that there is a serious 
problem of some sort involved. More subtly, it is to ignore the deeper fact 
that Gibson's most powerful arguments, the regress arguments, apply not 
only to mediated encoding models, but to direct encoding models as wel1. 
They apply I in fact, to any assumption of encodings as logically 
independent forms of representation. Thus, despite the fact that Gibson's 
overstatements regarding memory f inference, and enhancement have 
implicitly committed him to a direct encoding position, his own deepest 
arguments in those regards apply to both forms of encoding models. 

This later fact leaves a few possible conclusions regarding the 
place of Gibson's criticisms within his it be 
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models. The mediated encoding theorist, then, needs both the direct 
encoding position and the criticisms them to be wrong. 

This leads to the second possible conclusion: that Gibson's criticisms 
are wrong in a way or ways not generally considered. Gibson's metatheory 
(and theory) is commonly considered to be in error by virtue of yielding (or 
constituting) an direct encoding position, but this purported 
reductio argument cannot apply in any simple way to the infinite regress 
criticisms because they both apply to a direct encoding position. Again, it is 
relatively easy to make sense of this position from an interactive 
perspective: The regress arguments are valid and do apply to all logically 
independent encoding models, but Gibson has overstated his conclusions 
from those arguments (regarding memory, inference, and so on-for 
understandable but regrettable historical reasons), resulting in the 
maintenance of an implicit commitment to direct encodings. This move of 
accepting the arguments but narrowing the conclusions, however, is not 
available to the mediated encoding theorist: The regress arguments cannot 
be accepted as valid within the mediated encoding view because they apply 
to all encoding models. The mediated encoding theorist, then, must find 
some alternative way to invalidate the regress arguments. 

This leads to the third possible conclusion, an attempt at a deeper 
reductio of Gibson's criticisms: Gibson denies all forms of representation 
(after all, his criticisms apply to all logically independent forms of 
encodings, and what is there besides encodings7) and is thus committed to 
the ultra-untenable position of a strict extensionalism. This, of course, is 
contradicted by major components of Gibson's theory-the role of learn
ing, acknowledgment of reminiscence, expectation, imagination, fantasy, 
and dreaming, and so on-but this might simply be dismissed as a basic 
contradiction in Gibson's theory. More fundamentally I however, the 
extensionalist reductio of Gibson's arguments depends on the premise that 
enc::oClmJ~S are the essential forms of ret)rese!lta:tions. 
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impoverished, insufficient, unnecessary, and incoherent. From this perspec
tive, the logical difficulties with Gibson's position are neither so much with 
his theory nor with his meta theoretical criticisms per se, but with his 
overstated conclusions from those criticisms. It is those overstatements that 
provide the primary tensions and contradictions in his position. 

From an interactive perspective, there is a still deeper reason for the 
inadequacies of a strict encoding perspective, a reason that underlies and 
explains the impoverishment, insufficiency, lack of necessity, and incoher
ence arguments. Strict encoding views, whether direct or mediated, assume 
that encoded representations emerge directly from a physiological 
(material) level of analysis. They look to material level "lawfulness" or 
"resonance" for their critical explications. From an interactive perspective, 
however, there is at least one level of emergence between the material and 
the representational: the level of interactive control structures. 21 Represen
tation, then, is an emergent functional property of certain forms of goal
directed interactive control structures, which, in turn, are emergent 
properties of certain patterns of material processes. 22 Encodings are 
specializations of this emergent representational function. 

To define general representational (psychological, intentional) phenomena 
in terms of logically prior encoded representations is to reverse this sequence of 
emergences and, thus, to eliminate the grounds for explicating representation 
and encoding. This, however, is exactly what is done, for example, in present 
day information-processing or computational approaches, in which encodings 
are presumed to be somehow physiologically explicable and all other 
psychological phenomena are presumed to be explicable in terms of encodings 
and operations on symbolic (encoded) representations. In such approaches, the 
level of interactive control structures and processes that is properly between the 
material level and the representational level has instead been moved above the 
level of encoded representations, leaving that level of encodings hanging in 
midair with no grounds for explication. Encodings can only be explicated in 
terms of interactive interpreters, yet such intentional interactive systems have 
been presumed to be definable only in terms of (operations on) encodings. 
Strict are presuppose themselves. 
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such a level exists is I t is the 
domain of such areas as automata control structure theory, 
cybernetics, and so on. All of these areas study processes, potentially 
interactive processes, in terms of their abstract pattern of organiza
tion-that is, without essential reference to the particulars of their material 
level instantiations-and without presupposing or (necessarily) instantiat
ing any representational phenomena. 

That the general phenomena of representation can be explicated in 
terms of the level of interactive systems, the second claim, is, of course, a 
programmatic claim. As such, it cannot be proven in detail except through 
the ultimate completion of the program. It can, however, be disproven by 
the failure in principle of some particular case of such an explication; 
correspondingly, a successful explication constitutes a corroboration of the 
program. For example, the sense in which the outcome state, or final state, 
of a process can be said to differentiate, or to 'recognize, f the string of inputs 
leading to that state has been well studied in passive automata theory 
(Eilenberg, 1974; Hopcroft &. Ullman, 1969). This is an important 
explication and corroboration. 

A recognizer automaton in an interactive mode, rather than a passive 
mode, is much more powerful in its ability to model processes of detection, 
transformation, and creation (Bickhard, 1980b). A special and important 
version of this is the representation-by-differentiation of a simple, goal
directed, interactive feedback system. The feedback in such a need not 
be an encoding of the situation, nor an encoding of error (though such 
enc:odliru$ might be indirectly The need only sufficiently 
differentiate the environment so that ecologically useful internal 
differentiations of next courses of action can be made. Such differentiations 
do not require the full information It 
can OCCllf ~"'Jith internal outcome states ~r17ift,O 
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1971; Scheffler, 1974; 1973) and 
with its critics. It is also equivalent to the combination of the claims that 
representation can be so explicated (the previous point) and that it cannot 
be explicated in any differing terms. Since the general encoding approach is 
the only evident alternative to the interactive approach, arguments against 
strict encodings constitute arguments in favor of the necessary interactive 
character of knowledge and representation. 

Arguments against the sufficiency of encodings, for example, are 
arguments that there are forms of knowledge and representation that 
cannot be explicated in terms of encodings. Such arguments may concern 
limitations in principle or may exhibit particular forms of knowledge with 
arguments that those forms cannot be captured via encodings. Concerning 
limitations in principle, for example, it can be argued that there is no atomic 
level of representation at which basic en co dings elements can be defined, 
that there is no possible origin of basic encoding elements and rules, that 
encodings cannot account for new kinds of knowledge, and that encodings 
require interactive interpreters (Bickhard, 1980b, 1982). 

Concerning specific limitations, it can be argued, for example, that 
skills and values can be understood interactively, but not in terms of 
encodings. The representation by indicator differentiation of a simple 
feedback system also provides an example. An internal outcome indicator 
can be used to differentiate and select ensuing courses of interaction, but it 
contains essentially no information about what in the environment yielded 
that outcome; it contains or constitutes no information about what it might 
be taken to encode and, thus, no information that would allow it to be an 
encoding. We, as observers of the system, might claim that it encodes such
and-such a physical state of affairs that yielded that outcome, but the 

itself has no necessary knowledge of that sort, and it certainly need 
not infer its next course of interaction on the basis of such encodings: Does a 
thermostat infer its actions on the basis of encodings of temperature, or 
does it simply discriminatively respond to internal indicators? We confuse 
our as with the of the 
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cannot be explicated in terms of encodings-the arguments that strict 
encodings are insufficient, unnecessary, and incoherent. The implication is 
that knowledge and representation must be explicated interactively. 

The fourth claim, that such encodings as do exist can and must be 
explicated in terms of interactive representations, follows readily in 
principle from the equivalent broader claims for representation in general. 
The specifics of such explication are important, however, not only in terms 
of the details of specific models, but also more broadly in terms of the 
constraints that such an explication imposes on the nature, power, and 
rationale for encodings. In particular, such encodings are going to be 
derivative and subsidiary encodings only, not logically independent 
encodings, and the properties are not going to be identical to those assumed 
in a strict encoding perspective. The nature of those constraints is largely 
unexplored. 

Gibson's meta theoretical criticisms against mediated encoding models, 
then, can be seen as deeply consistent with an interactive approach. They 
can, in fact, be seen as special cases of general interactive criticisms of strict 
encodings of any sort. To interpret his criticisms this way does some 
violence to the conclusions he draws concerning memory, inference, and so 
on, which, if taken literally, appear to commit Gibson to a direct encoding 
model. But Gibson's overly broad conclusions concerning these phenomena 
derive from relatively subtle and historically understandable errors. The 
violence to Gibson's position, therefore, is relatively minor. To interpret 
Gibson's position as a direct encoding position, however, not only 
contradicts the content and historical thrust of his theory f it also is 
contradicted by his own meta theoretical premises that yield the supposed 
direct encoding conclusions. 

Gibson, then, exemplifies in his theoretical and meta theoretical 
development a progressive deepening and elaboration of interactive 
insights. This development was propelled and by an un,der'Stand:ing 
of some fundamental deJ~icl,ef'l(:ies of mt~di,atE!d e:ncc:>dllng 
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INTERACTIVE MODELS OF PERCEPTION 

The overstated conclusions of Gibson's meta theory indirectly commit him 
to an untenable direct encoding approach. The premises for those 
conclusions, however, apply both to direct encodings approaches and to 
mediated encoding approaches, thus indirectly committing him to an inter
active approach. This more fundamental commitment to an interactive 
approach, however indirect, is consistent with the basic interactive 
character of his theory. That indirect commitment to the interactive 
approach, in fact, seems likely to have been a primary historical inducer of 
the interactive evolution of his theory. 

The fundamentally interactive character of Gibson's theory is mani
fested in two ways: 1) the explicit interactive content, and 2) the implicit 
interactive content constituted by the ability of the general interactive 
approach to make sense of otherwise obscure parts of the theory. The 
explicit interactive content includes the intrinsically active and interactive 
character of the perceiver; the recognition ambient light patterns, rather 
than retinal images, as the causally proximate locus of perception; the 
recognition of functional affordances, rather than meaningless surfaces and 
edges, as the epistemically proximate locus perception; and the 
recognition that the theory has beyond perception. 

The implicit interactive content of theory is evidenced most 
strongly by the ability of the interactive to make sense of Gibson's 
concept of direct pickup. To directly up (the information concerning) 
the functional affordances of layout is an inexplicable and impossible 
task if that pickup is interpreted as an but not if it is interpreted 
interactively. It is clear that within a material level model of a perceiver, the 
pickup of information concerning properties the layout must be causally 
mediated by the patterns of ambient light; question is how that causal 
mediation is epistemically The fact that of) the light 
patterns are correlated with the cannot be directly picked up, but the 
state of with can be up. To 
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cannot know what it is that it is encoding therefore, cannot encode 
them, and there is no possible source of that independent knowledge within 
a strict encoding perspective. Still further, nothing in this argument depends 
on the particulars of what is being transduced, only on the conception of 
transduction, so the failure is one of principle, not of detail. Information 
concerning the functional properties of the layout, then, cannot be directly 
encoded, nor can it be epistemically inferred on the basis of transductions of 
causal mediators; but it can be directly picked up in the internal states of an 
interactive system. The interactive approach, thus, fills in much of the 
content of Gibson's "direct pickup," a concept that is otherwise rather 
obscure. The appropriateness of the interactive interpretation of Gibson's 
position is correspondingly enhanced-enhanced by such an implicit 
presence of interactive properties in a major part of Gibson's theory that is 
not explicitly elaborated. 

There is, however, at least one important sense in which an interactive 
interpretation of Gibson's theory imposes a change on that theory, not just 
on the meta theory (though the connection with the meta theory is strong). 
That change has to do with the possibility of state dependency in 
perception. The interactive process of apperception is a continuously 
updating transformation of structures of indicators, not simply a registering 
of interaction outcomes. As such, there is an intrinsic dependency on the 
prior indicator structure as well as on the interactive transformation. 
Gibson's theory does, in fact, involve state dependencies-such as in his 
emphasis on the importance of temporally structured perception-but his 
overly broad metatheoretical conclusions concerning enhancement in per
ception would seem to rule out such a possibility: State dependency sounds 
too much like enhancement via encoded memories, when, in fact, the latter 
is a special (unacceptable) case of the former. Gibson's theory, corre
spondingly, does not acknowledge a role for state-dependent perception. 

In terms of its relationship to Gibson's model, an interactive 
interpretation seems highly appropriate. It systematizes much of his 
theoretical content, clarifies obscurities, corrects errors-both theoretical 
and meta theoretical -and makes sense out of his primary meta theoretical 
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The first of these has an flavor and remains within the realm 
of while the second is an example of a broader attlempte'd 
objection in principle. The 'empirical' is to claim that, whatever 
the interactive approach may claim, perceptual encodings do occur as a 
matter of empirical fact, and the whole package of encoding critiques and 
interactive alternatives simply founders on that fact. Support for such 
"facts" can be derived by adducing the marvelously detailed and engineered 
"encodings" of physical sensory dimensions and characteristics into 
corresponding frequencies or axons of neural activity. Such frequency and 
line (axon) encoding of sensory properties is a generally unquestioned 
presupposition of neurophysiological explorations of perception (for 
example, Carlson, 1981; Geldard, 1972). Light pattern and color, for 
example, are line encoded, while intensity is frequency encoded. Sound 
freqency, on the other hand, seems to be encoded by some combination of 
line and frequency encoding. In any case, so the reasoning goes, line 
encoding, frequency encoding, or some combination thereof is the only 
physiologically possible way for the organism to get information about its 
environment; the interactive critique, therefore, must be wrong. 

The error in this position is the conclusion that the facts support the 
existence of encodings. What is factually, materially demonstrable is a 
complex and detailed pattern of physically realized correspondences 
between lines and frequencies of neural activity, on the one hand, and 
various proximal physical stimulus properties, on the other. Note that 
within a material-level perspective, some such correspondences between the 
internal system and the external environment both constitute and are 
necessary to the differentiations of the interactive model. Correspondence is 
the converse, singular aspect of differentiation, and differentiation is the 
functional resultant of sets of correspondences. Such passive one-way 
correspondences and differentiations are less powerful than the more fully 
developed interactive correspondences and differentiations in which they 
might participate, but, without some such differentiations, no information 
about the environment could be derived at aIL 

Sensory correspondences, then, are essential for both the encoding and 
the interactive approaches. Evidence for such correspondences, therefore, 
does not between the two \A/hat is the difference 
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and the resultant differentiations do occur I but the 
system does not know what the differentiations are among. What the 
system does know is that it is useful to differentiate its own activities in 
accordance with the internal manifesiations of such correspondences and to 
so regulate its own activities in accordance with potentially quite complex 
such differentiation strategies. The neurophysiological sensory correspon
dences, thus, are 'simple,' passive, one-way versions of interactive implicit 
definition, and the resulting differentiations are similarly passive versions of 
interactive differentiation. 

The broader, in-principle objection to the interactive approach goes 
outside the boundaries of perception. It may seem plausible that 
interactions can pick up perceptual information about the immediate 
environment, but, as a general alternative to strict encodings, the 
interactive perspectives lays claim much more comprehensively than 
that-to cognition in general, for example-and, if the interactive approach 
cannot plausibly make good on that broader claim, then it cannot in general 
supplant the encoding approach. In that case, either the arguments against 
strict encodings are invalid, and, therefore, strict encodings can exist, in 
which case their role in perception might be reestablished, or there is some 
third alternative to both encodings and interactive representations that 
must be conceived and considered. 

One challenge to that broader claim of the interactive approach is to 
object that, however much interactive apperception might be able to 
explicate immediate perception, there is no way that the interactive 
approach can explicate cognitions of higher order abstractions: Light 
patterns as well as the surfaces and edges that they indicate can be 
interacted with, but there are no corresponding realms of interaction for the 
abstractions of, for example, logic and mathematics. The answer to this 
objection is that it is false: There are such realms. In particular, the properties 
of the primary interactions with the world, both perceptual and otherwise, as 
well as of the systems that engage in those are all more abstract 
than the environmental of interactions. 24 If a 
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INTERACTIVEL Y DERIV A TIVE ENCODINGS 

The arguments presented against encodings have been against logically 
independent encodings, not against subsidiary encodings. The implications 
of those arguments are that approaches to representation that presuppose 
encodings to be the essence of representation, or at least to be an irreducible 
independent form of representation, are untenable. Those arguments do not 
yield the conclusion that every aspect and component of the ordinary 
intuition of an encoding is wrong, but rather that the conceptual program 
inherent in those intuitions can only be carried out in a subsidiary and 
dependent manner-dependent upon some other (form of) representation. 
It is not immediately apparent, however, what the function and functioning 
of such logically dependent encodings would be like; it is not immediately 
apparent how much, and with what modifications, the conceptual program 
in the encoding intuition can be carried out within a representationally 
dependent framework. At this point, we examine a few of the major 
features of such a dependent encoding program. 

In the classical view, encodings may be defined in terms of other 
encodings, which may be defined in terms of still other encodings, and so 
on, until at some point a basic level of encodings is reached that is defined 
"directly," in terms of what the encodings represent. The encodings defined 
in terms of other encodings are defined in terms of a representational 
correspondence between the defined encoding and (some structure of) the 
defining encoding(s). There is nothing objectionable in this process in 

though the specifics of how it is carried out may well be modified 
by the introduction of representational dependencies. It is the last first) 

the "direct" definition step, the foundational step, that is impossible: 
There is simply no way to specify directly what a logically independent 

aeJnnlW)n, there is no other reJ)reSeI1tahcrn 
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We briefly pursue two issues concerning interactive dependent encod
ings: some ramifications of the and differentiating character of 
interactive and some ramifications of the relationships and 
differences between encodings and interactive indicators. These issues are 
interesting and important, but they (and their discussions) are far from 
exhaustive. Primarily, they illustrate the fact that interactive dependent 
encodings are not the same as classically conceived encodings. 

The implicit and differentiating character of interactive representation 
visits itself on subsidiary encodings. This has immediate consequences for 
the presumed referential nature of encodings, but those consequences can 
perhaps be best illustrated from the perspective of an approach to represen
tation that is essentially the equivalent of the encodings approach: 
representation as truth conditions. There is also an interesting and revealing 
exception to the implicitness of interactive representations: There is a 
special sense in whkh direct encodings are possible. The discussion begins 
with a consideration of derivative encodings. 

First, note that the classical stand-in relationship is (perhaps 
complexly) transitive and, second, that the so-called direct definition of the 
classical model is actually a hidden stand-in relationship: II 'X' (directly) 
represents Y" simply means II 'X' represents the same thing as (stands in for) 
'Y'." Thus, within the classical view, even the most multistepped 
indirectness of encoding definition could in principle be eliminated in favor 
of some direct (referential) definition of what was being represented. Within 
the interactive perspective, however, that is not possible. The fundamental 
interactive representations are not themselves defined in terms of what they 
represent, and so they provide no ground for eliminating the encoding 
stand-in definitions in favor of such (complexes of) 'direct' definitions in any 
derivative encodings. The implicit sense in which interactive representa
tions represent thus visits itself, via the transitivity of the stand-in 
relationship, on all subsidiary encodings. 

Now consider the truth conditional approach to representation. 
Classical direct encodings are assumed to somehow make direct reference 
to, or to directly represent, that which is encoded. In that, they can be taken 
as truth conditions: That '-Alhich is to either exists or not, 
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independent, and, therefore, certainly not the essence of representation? 
What are the basic encoding elements (truth conditions)? Are they adequate 
to all representation without ad hoc proliferation? How could they possibly 
have originated? How can they account for fundamentally new knowledge? 
And so on. Truth conditional and direct encoding approaches are interde
finable; they are subject to the same arguments; and they fall together. 

In apparent rejoinder, it might be pointed out that an interaction
outcome indicator represents that some predicate P obtains in the 
environment, a predicate corresponding to the sufficient conditions for that 
particular outcome, and that such a representation is a truth conditional 
representation. The premises of this rejoinder are true, but the conclusion 
does not follow. The reason is that nothing is known or represented by that 
outcome indicator about what those sufficient environmental conditions 
are, and, therefore, no such predicate P is specified or represented, however 
much one may want to agree that such a predicate must exist (and hold true 
in this case). In the classical approach, not only are truth conditions 
"represented, If but also it is known which truth conditions are so repre
sented. That is not, and cannot be, the case in the interactive perspective. 
Without knowing which truth conditions are directly represented, there is 
no way for the classical approach to get off the ground. 

It might seem that the relevant predicate P could be specified in terms 
of the internal procedure (and its outcome) that is being indicated and that 
that information, being internal to the system, is available. This is true, and 
it begins to capture the valid aspects of the truth conditional approach,. but 
it must be noted that specifying P in this way represents nothing directly 
about the environment-it is an internal truth condition, not an environ
mental truth condition. Concerning the environment, it is apparent that P 
represents implicity, but it is not known what; it is known in general that PI 
does not equal P2 and does not equal P3 , and so on-that is, it cannot be 
directly known what that outcome represents, but it can be differentiated 
from others. a "truth on such and 
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That special sense is possible precisely because both ends of the encod
ing relationship involved, that is, both X and Y, are directly accessible to 
the representational system involved-they are both part of that system. X 
cannot be defined directly as encoding Y if Y is in the environment because 
the system has no independent, and by definition cannot have any 
independent, way of specifying what Y is. But if Y is part of the system that 
is defining X, then that specification is in principle trivial: The stand-in 
relationship is explicitly constructed, and whenever X is to be representa
tionally interpreted, it is interpreted via that stand-in relationship. As 
before, in order to define a direct encoding, what is to be encoded must be 
already known. With respect to the environment, that requirement begs the 
epistemological question at issue. With respect to inside the system, 
however, that epistemological question is void. 

The second major issue pursued here concerns the relationships and the 
differences between encodings and indicators. It turns out that the differ
ence is constituted by the functional manner in which they are interpreted, 
and that this difference has rather far-reaching consequences for the 
functional utility and developmental origins of encodings. In particular, 
they will tend to be used, and to develop, in conjunction with generalized 
strategy procedures in attempts to cope with novel and unfamiliar 
situations. The core discussion is with respect to general encodings and 
procedures, and it particularizes fully to the case of perception. 

Consider first the basic question: What is the difference between 
derivative encodings and derivative indicators? The apperceptive process 
generates new indicators on the basis of old indicators as it updates and 
explicates the implications of prior indicators. Similarly, encodings are 
generated on the basis of prior encodings or, ultimately, of prior interactive 
indicators. Is there a In these two cases, if so, what is it? 
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particular elements as encodings, while other procedures would have 
learned to treat those identical elements as indicators. Among other things, 
this point illustrates that the essences of encodings, of indicators, and of the 
differences between them are strictly functional in kind. 

This tendency of encodings to evolve into indicators has important 
implications concerning the functional usefulness of encodings: If the 
situation has recurred with some frequency, then the relevant representa
tional elements will tend to be indicators; conversely, if the elements are 
encodings, then the situation must be novel or infrequent. Encodings stand 
in for indicators when the system does not (yet) know how to use the 
grounding indicators (or the resultant encodings) directly. 

By their nature, then, encodings will tend to be used in novel and 
infrequent situations. Used for what? Used by what? It may be dear that 
encodings will with time and use tend to become indicators, but how and 
why would a system ever develop the procedures for constructing and using 
encodings in the first place? The question is in large part a developmental 
one and so, correspondingly, is the answer. The discussion considers some 
constraints on the development of procedures, which must ultimately create 
and make use of any encodings, before returning to encodings per se. 

One of the primary functions of procedures is to compute interactive 
strategies toward assigned goals in terms of the available subgoals and 
actions provided by subordinate procedures. From the perspective of 
computational efficiency, such strategy computations should be integrated 
and specialized as tightly as possible into the general interactive procedures 
in which they occur. From the perspective of learning and developmental 
procedures, however, the relevant considerations differ strongly. 

The pressures of interactive computational select for 
integration and specialization; the pressures of developmental on 
the other select for and .".,," ...... 'H.l~ 
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Developmental heuristics are under strong selection pressure to develop 
generalized strategy procedures, and aspects and components and struc
tures and constructors of such procedures, that can be flexibly tried out as 
single whole elements during the construction of new procedures-during 
the attempts to solve novel problems-rather than being rediscovered and 
reconstructed from scratch each time. If frequency of use warrants, then 
separate in-line copies of those strategy procedures can be integrated and 
specialized into particular procedures as a later step. 

An important realm of development, then, is these generalized strategy 
procedures30 together with the heuristics for constructing new ones, the 
differentiations into generalized aspects and components that makes such 
new construction of generalized procedures most efficient,31 and the means 
for making use of and trying out such general procedures during problem
solving attempts. In fact, since much of higher level cognition is involved in 
such novel problem solving, these developments will yield much of higher 
level cognition. 

Making use of and trying out general strategy procedures impose a 
number of important requirements of their own. First of all, the relevant 
indicator information upon which and with respect to which the procedure 
is to function may not be in appropriate form and may need to be 
summarized or transformed in some way. Second, the tryout may not 
work, so the information in the original indicators may need to be retained 
and protected from the operations of the general procedure by making a 
"copy" of the original indicators for that procedure to work with, leaving 
the original indicators alone. Third, the general procedure computation 
may take significant time to complete, and the information in the original 
indicators may need to be protected for that general procedure from the 
ongoing operations of interactive apperceptions, again by making some sort 
of copy of the original indicators. For such reasons, an important aspect of 
the development of generalized strategy procedures is the development of 
generalized copiers and transformers of indicator information for the use of 
such procedures and the development of corresponding interpreters of the 

of computations of such procedures in terms of the relevant 
..., .. "M""""''' or related indicators. That strategy nrt'i"'&:l,.-h'TOC "''-J'''-~UH 
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then, are used in novel situations in order to make use of 
the potentially immense power of a potentially vast array of strategYI 
decision-making, and inference procedures. In so doing, they tend to step 
out of ongoing interactive and processes via the encoding step 
and then, if relevant, to step back in via the decoding step. With use, both 
the encodings and the general procedures tend to disappear (from those 
computations) in favor of directly interpreted indicators and specialized 
procedures whose computations participate directly in the interactive and 
apperceptive flow. 

These considerations and conclusions apply directly to the case of 
perception; this is to be expected because, from the interactive perspective, 
perception is a specialized aspect of all interaction. One fairly common 
example of stepping out of the normal apperceptive flow for the sake of 
explicit inferences is provided by the cases in which some part of a visual 
scene is unclear or ambiguous-perhaps what might be an object is largely 
obscured by leaves-so we stop to try to figure out what it might be, and 
then look again. We might even alternate several times between the 
processes of inferential consideration and visual examination before finally 
figuring out what it is that we are looking at. Once we do figure out that we 
are looking at an X, then it simply looks like a leaf-obscured X, and it is no 
longer unclear or ambiguous. Clearly f the explicit inference processes can 
influence the apperceptive processes; also dearly, the inferring is not 
constitutive of the seeing-the explicit inference process is distinct from the 
apperceptive process. 

The progression from encodings and explicit inferences to indicators 
and direct apperceptions is illustrated any time an individual learns to "see" 
and understand the environment in a fundamentally new way or via new 
means. Perhaps the dearest examples are provided by the progressive 
learning to use and see via new technological means of apperceptive inter
actions, such as radar, sonar, X-ray, CAT (Computerized Axial Tomo
graphy) scan, and so on. Similar processes of learning to perceive via new 
means occur with somewhat more extended and str,ate'glc:ally 
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inference, and procedures, and to involve the 
progression-with-use from encodings to indicators. In early development, 
of course, there is not likely to be much available in the way of general 
stratE~g1E~S and associated procedures; this raises interesting questions about 
possible differences between early perceptual development and later 
perceptual development as well as about the influence of perception and 
perceptual development on general strategy development, not just the other 
way around. Perceptual development, then, and consequent perceptual 
process, are likely to involve an interaction between the development of the 
apperceptive processes per se and that of the relevant general procedures; as 
usual, questions concerning psychological nature are not really separable 
from questions concerning psychological origin. 33 

COGNITION, LANGUAGE, AND OTHER PHENOMENA 

In the classical view, elemental direct encodings generate sensations (or 
retinal images, or 'information,' or some other equivalent) from which are 
generated encoded perceptions, which yield encoded cognitions, which can 
be transmitted via encoded sentences. Such an approach would like to have 
even actions encoded as "responses," though it is by now largely recognized 
that actions must somehow be computed relative to goals. If the interactive 
view is correct, however, then the foundational encodings in this sequence 
are impossible and unnecessary, and the sequence itself therefore 
collapses. 34 The interactive perspective, then, has important consequences 
far beyond perception; it affects all of psychology. At this point, we would 
like to illustrate some of those consequences. 

The necessity of a nonencoding conception of representation in general 
as well as the more specific necessity of a nonencoding conception of 
perception impact most directly and obviously on cognition. Our primary 
discussion, correspondingly, focuses on cognition, particularly on the now
ClOmlJnatlt aDn:rOc:lcn of The is no less 
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enC:OClmJ'ts at any particular level is dependent on the content of 
preceding levels; this is what causes the whole structure to when 
the presumed foundation of transduction fails (in addition to the direct 
arguments against encodings at each level). Such a logical sequence may 
motivate a model of corresponding sequential stages of processing of 
inputs, but it is logically independent of such issues of processing 
organization (so long as sufficient epistemic grounds somehow exist at each 
point in the process). The implication of this point is that the recent moves 
away from strictly sequential information-processing models in cognitive 
psychology (for example, Glass, Holyoak, & Santa, 1979), which might at 
first appear to be addressing the problem of encodings in cognition, are in 
fact moves orthogonal to this basic issue: They constitute moves away from 
an extremely simple-minded version of the encoding approach, but the 
continued basic assumption of logically independent encodings is clear (for 
example, Glass et al., 1979, pp. 3-24). 

In its broadest sense, functionalism is the tenet that the essences of 
mental phenomena are to be found in the abstract patterns of processes that 
manifest those phenomena, independent of the particular natures of the 
physical realizations of those processes. This is in strong contrast to certain 
versions of physicalism, which hold that mental phenomena are in some 
sense intrinsically tied to particular physical realizations. The thesis that 
mental phenomena are characteristics of process patterns, independent of 
physical realizations, is clearly compatible with interactivism: Nothing 
about interactivism makes any intrinsic reference to any particular physical 
process. In fact, as is argued later, interactivism is the only pure 
functionalism. 

In the common versions of functionalism, however, mental phenom
ena are analyzed not just in terms of process patterns, but in terms of 
organizations of processes operating on representations. The paradigmatic 
case, though certainly not the only is that of computer programs 
operating on symbolic (encoded) data. This basic split between computation 
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Standard with its process-representation split, is a kind 
of half pure physicalism toward pure interactive functionalism. 
There is an important consequence of this half step, which is that the half 
step is insufficient to escape physicalism and its problems: Standard 
functionalism, in spite of its nonphysicalistic insights, is still a version of 
physicalism. The argument is in three parts: 1) standard functionalism is a 
version of the encoding approach; 2} the encoding approach must 
physically specify the representational content of its basic encodings, its 
basic inputs and outputs; and 3) the necessity of the physical specification of 
basic representational inputs and outputs is equivalent to the necessity of 
the physical specification of the mental processes and states as well, which is 
physicalism. 

That standard functionalism is a version of the encoding approach has 
already been established. That the encoding approach must physically 
specify its basic inputs and outputs is a consequence of the fact that without 
such specification of the physical-environmental end of the encoding 
relationship, there is no way to specify what the encodings are supposed to 
encode. Physical specification, such as with presumed transduction 
relationships, provides representations of both ends of the encoding 
relationship, thus allowing that relationship to be defined from an external 
perspective and providing the appearance that it can be defined or 
interpreted from within the perspective of the relevant >3Y"''''-"'''' 

That the of physically inputs and outputs is 
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itself). From an ePlstelnlC pe17spective 
system that are not by the or~~anliza:tion 
and outputs are any internally determined states or changes in the 
that have any functional (controlling) with That 
there is to be any epistemic distinction between input-outputs and system at 
all, it is a strictly functional distinction made entirely within the system. 
This is clearly not the same as the usual physical distinction, cannot support 
the encoding interpretation normally built on that distinction, and shows 
very simply how standard functionalism, with its physicalistic definitions of 
inputs and outputs, fails to be a true functionalism. 

This argument does not lead to the conclusion that the standard 
physical distinction is useless or invalid. It is quite useful in its own sphere 
of analysis, and the only invalidity is in the attempt to smuggle invalid 
epistemic content (encodings) into the distinction. In undertaking an 
external-perspective physical analysis of an epistemic system, one of the 
things we will want to know is the physical and causal realizations of the 
interaction paths and how those physical realizations serve and manifest the 
necessary epistemic functions. Among those functions will be included the 
pickup of interactively useful differentiations and the accomplishments of 
transformations. When we locate physicocausal points in the interaction 
paths that give us particularly strong explanatory perspectives on how these 
epistemic functions are served, such as in the retina or inner ear I 
or motor unit effectors, we make useful input-output distinctions 
at those points. 37 The difficulties arise from confusions about what kinds of 
analyses are taking place when we do this. 

The preceding argument-that standard functionalism does not suc
ceed in escaping physicalism-is a derivative of the earlier argument con
cerning the sequence of emergence of mental phenomena: If representation 
emerges as a phenomenon of goal-directed interactive systems and such 
systems emerge as kinds of physical systems, then the reversal of the repre
sentation-from-system emergence, as when encoded representations are 
taken as independent, with no 
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that the consequent is IIchauvinistic" -it always 
underselects within the class of possible minds, always fails to acknowledge 
legitimate possible minds, with a chauvinistic bias toward the particular 
physical models taken as paradigmatic (that humans).38 He exemplifies 
the emptiness of systems operating on 'empty symbols' with an example of 
the Bolivian economy being constrained to function in accordance with all 
the "correct" state transition rules in order to make it sentient. 39 The 
absurdity of the Bolivian example illustrates the basic problem with empty
symbol explication of mental phenomena: It is inevitably guilty of the error 
of "liberalism" -overselecting with respect to the class of possible minds so 
as to include absurd and impossible instances. Block, however, presents no 
way out of the dilemma of either physicalism or of empty, formal symbols. 

The dilemma between physicalism and empty symbols is Block's 
(1980b) observation, but the concern with the problem of empty, formal 
symbols per se has been widespread. Searle (1981), for instance, in a series 
of examples with impact similar to Block's Bolivian example, argues that a 
strictly formalistic approach can never account for intentionality, that 
simply following a set of formal rules can never be sufficient. Again, 
however, no alternative is offered. 

Field (1981) argues that mental representations must have representa
tional content, that is, that they cannot be strictly formal, in order to 
account for phenomenological experience within a framework of material
ism. He further argues that this representational content must be 
understood in terms of truth conditions. In order to avoid a regress 
problem, he argues that mental representations must have truth conditions, 
but that we need not necessarily know those truth conditions. 40 It is not at 
all clear, however, how representations can have truth conditions without 
our those truth conditions, nor how representations can represent 
for us if we do not know their truth conditions. Interactive implicit 
definition and differentiation provide answers to these questions, of course, 
but are not answers that are available within Field's Tarskian encoding 
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to the contrary, argues that the 
of Artificial Intelligence research in principle cannot account for human 
vn,r'\",,'lorl.-.o and in a informed by of 
the human condition, that the critical aspect is the intrinsic position 
of knowledge within performance, of human know-how. It is a fatal error 
to try to split knowledge from this context. In this case, an alternative is 
SUl~gE~st4eo, and it has a interactive flavor, but Dreyfus provides no 
suggestions about how it might be approached in terms of precise models. 42 

From the interactive perspective, the dilemma of standard functional
ism in trying to provide a semantics for its representations is real and 
insurmountable. In not recognizing the emergence of representation from 
competent interaction, in positing an intrinsic split between the two, 
standard functionalism has created a deep unsolvable problem. Attempts to 
provide a semantics with a physical (transducer) specification of inputs and 
outputs are logically impossible and reintroduce the physicalism that was to 
be escaped in the first place, and attempts to make do without an intrinsic 
semantics, with purely formal symbols, leave most of the basic issues of 
mental phenomena-representation, meaning, intentionality, et 
cetera-unexplained and unexplainable. 43 The deepest functionalist insights 
can only be maintained in an interactivism. 

It might be wondered, however, whether those insights can be main
tained even within a interactivism. It is clear that the interactive approach is 
not subject to the problems of the physical specification of inputs and 
outputs-inputs and outputs are defined strictly functionally-but it might 
appear that it is vulnerable to the problem of empty, formal representations 
and that such counterexamples as that of the Bolivian economy would 
apply. From the interactive perspective, however, representation is in terms 
of and by virtue of interaction, not encoding, and the "inputs and outputs" 
in the Bolivian counterexample do not interact with anything. The example, 
therefore, is not relevant to the interactive perspective. 44 

In the interactive perspective, an input represents whatever interactive 
potentialities it differentiates and indicates for the system. This may be 
causally dependent on particular prior conditions, but it is not epistemically 
so The input, may be empty as a symbol, as it must be if 
the arguments are but it is empty an 
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be said at this time: Logically independent encodings must be esc:he'wejd: 
representation must be based on interactive differentiation and implicit 
definition. An initial process is to what current issues and results 
look like within this altered perspective. Some preliminary, related ques
tions are explored in Neisser (1976), and an initial, model of a few 
phenomena is presented in Bickhard (1980a). 

An interactive approach to psychology has as great, if not greater, an 
impact on language studies than it does on cognitive psychology. Less of 
that impact is explored here, however, because 1) the connection with the 
perceptual issues explored in this book is less direct; 2) the current 
approaches to language studies are more diverse than to cognition; and 3) 
more has been presented about an interactive approach to language 
elsewhere (Bickhard, 1980a). In general, the consequence of the interactive 
approach for the study of language and communication are deep and 
pervasive across the full range of current approaches to the subject. Most 
fundamentally, this is so because virtually every current approach considers 
language to be essentially representational and assigns representation in 
language to encoded propositions. This is precluded in an interactive 
approach, and the consequences are far-reaching. 

As standardly conceived, an utterance is an encoding of mental 
contents, and the task of grammar is to capture the regularities among 
encodings. The representational content of those encodings is approached 
via a wide variety of devices, but there is always some version of represen
tational encodings. These range from semantic features (Chomsky, 1965), 
to natural logic (Lakoff, 1972),45 to case-structured propositions (Fillmore, 
1968), to possible worlds models (Montague, 1974), and so on. Even 
functional grammars retain a role for encoded representational propositions 
(Dik, 1978; Silverstein, 1976). 

Montague grammars exemplify a general approach to language and 
meaning via T arskian model-theoretic semantics. Others making use of 
variants of a model-theoretic approach include Field (1980), Davidson 
(1975, 1980),46 Donnellan (1977), Kripke (1972, 1977), Putnam (1977), and 
many others. The among these particular are 
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Psycholinguistics, of prE~sumed 
processing of encodings Foss & Hakes, 1978). Those investigators 
whose subject matter is most directly natural language interaction, students 
of language acquisition and of microsociological processes, have the 
strongest interactive intuitions, but no interactive framework within which 
to formulate them (for example, Bruner, 1975; Cicourel, 1974; Dore, 1975; 
Turner, 1974). 

Most fundamentally, the interactive approach requires that the as
sumption of language as being intrinsically representational be given up. 
Language is most deeply a phenomenon of operations on representations, 
not of representation per se, and the consequences of that shift in perspec
tive are wide ranging (Bickhard, 1980a). Standard approaches can again be 
viewed as asymptotically limiting cases of the interactive approach. 

The ubiquitous involvement of encoding assumptions varies in explicit
ness across the differing areas of psychology. In memory studies, however, 
it is completely explicit. If memory is concerned with the processes and 
organizations of the storage and retrieval of representations and if 
representations have no way of being conceptualized other than as encod
ings, then memory studies are going to look for generations, transforma
tions, organizations, and retrievals of encodings, usually of propositions 
(for example, Anderson & Bower, 1973; Melton & Martin, 1972). Rather 
straightforwardly, "Thinking occurs at the propositional level; language is 
the expression of thought" (Kintsch, 1974, p. 5). 

The storage of control structures, however, cannot at its most basic 
level involve the storage of encodings. Control structures, of course, can be 
encoded, but then there must be an interpreter for those encodings. That 
interpreter could, in turn, be encoded, but there must at some level be a 
control structure (interpreter) that exerts competent control over relevant 
processes via self-Ontrinsic} interpretation. This is clearly the case, for 
example, with well-learned motor skills. If is derivative from 
interactive competence, thus from interactive control structures, then such 
a form of memory for control structures forms an alternative 
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extended transduction. Interactive control structures, on the 
other hand, cannot be stamped in from the environment; must be 
constructed from the inside and tried out against the environment. 
Learning, then, must be some sort of a variation and selection process, a 
hypothesis-testing process, but with procedural rather than encoded 
hypotheses (compare with Levine, 1975). As before, an initial step is to look 
at what gets learned, that is, the relevant representations, from an 
interactive perspective. Variation and selection paths, constraints, and 
heuristics are organized accordingly. Again as before, the interactive 
perspective offers significant integration: All learning must be variations, 
components, or aspects of control-structure construction. 50 

The classical view of motivation arises in the context of a model in 
which encoded information is interpreted and made use of as the occasion 
warrants by an agent interacting with an environment. The agent is active 
only as conditions demand, and the problem of motivation is to determine 
what initiates activity in the agent, what turns the agent on. The problem, 
in other words, is to explain why there is (some) activity rather than there 
being none. Some sort of energy metaphor, which "drives" the agent, is the 
usual answer. 

In the interactive perspective, however, the interactive system is not 
merely a component of the overall organization that can be turned on and 
off from outside of itself as needed. The interactive system is all of the 
system, and it is always active, always doing something (even if it be 
sleeping) so long as it is alive. The issue, then, is not one of why there is any 
activity rather than none, but instead it is one of why there is this particular 
activity rather than some other. The problem of motivation is to explain 
selections of activity, the course of interacting, the modulations of control 
during interacting (compare with Atkinson & Birch, 1970). Organizatiom 
of potential such selections of activity, however, are control structures. 
Thus, motivation too is an aspect of interactive competence, and represen
tation and motivation turn out to be intimately related aspects of the samE: 
interactive control structures, not separate and disparate components as ir 
the view. 
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the critique of logically independent encodings and the proposed interactive 
alternative are valid, then the is broad and is 
everywhere. Recognizing the fact of an impact, however, does not 
necessarily provide a clear indication as to the nature of that impact. The 
nature of the impact requires its own investigation. 

The movement to an interactive perspective, however, and the extirpa
tion of myriads of implicit and subtle commitments from the 
contents and manners of thought are difficult and long-term tasks. An 
initial step can be to develop some conceptual or translations, from 
a familiar area to an interactive perspective on the same area. Part of the 
difficulty in doing even this, is that the may not 
have the same cohesions and boundaries within the interactive perspective 
as within an encoding so the 
interactive approach to account for some presumed unified phenomenon X 
in an integrated manner may presuppose the 
approach in the very posing of the such attempts 
at "saving of the phenomena" or facts" within. the 
interactive perspective are absolutely necessary, and difficulties in doing 
so, once overcome, are among richest sources of new insights: The 
deepest difficulties are the most errors 
in the encoding approach. 

With respect to per se, some translation 
heuristics can be outlined. supposed to 
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correspondence altogether and is placed within the organization of the 
system's indicative uses that can be made of an instance of the implicitly 
defined pattern. 

The specification of a particular interactive representation is via 
context-dependent differentiations within the larger pattern of represented 
potentialities of which it is a part, not via the invocation of context
independent encoding correspondences. Representational specification, 
whether mental or linguistic, is a function, a use, to which differentiations 
can be put, not an intrinsic property of encoding correspondences, and 
unique specification is a differentiation goal that can be attempted, not the 
quiddity of an encoding. Presumed encoding specification-reference, 
denotation, and so on-is an assured successful, one-step, unique 
(interactive) differentiation. As such, it is impoverished and opaque with 
respect to its mechanism and is asymptotically unreachable with respect to 
its accomplishment. 

Encoding II contacts with the world," thus are replaced by interactive 
implicit definitions; encoding knowledge of the world is replaced by 
organizations of indications of further interactive potentialities, and 
encoding specifications within the world are replaced by differentiations 
within organizations of interactive representations: If epistemic contact 
with the world is implicit in the interactive relationship between the system 
and the world, rather than explicit as presumed with encodings, then 
knowledge must be constituted in terms of the organization of the system, 
and specification must be accomplished via functional differentiation within 
that organization of the system. 53 

The interactive perspective rests on the critique of the encoding 
approach and grows most directly out of the recognition of the necessity for 
an interactive interpreter. Its impact is most direct and obvious with respect 
to issues of representation, but it provides an integration of representation, 
motivation, and competence at its base and a framework for approaching 
PS~{CI1LOHJglcal pnenOITlerla in The shift to an interactive .... o •• " ..... ,orf-.'tTo 
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but it offers both its own possibility of 
rescuJing valid in enc:odmg mClut::l!) 

are 
lmutlng case ap]pn)xrmattlcms of interactive realities. 

EPILOGUE 

pe]~CelDtll:m, both and with to the 
eXE~mlDlifeies the conflict between two funda-

reJ;:)re:senltal:lOJ1: the approach 
and the interactive approach. We have that the approach 
forms an impoverished, asymptotically case of the interactive 
approach and that it is insufficient, unnecessary, and incoherent when 
taken as a logically independent approach to the nature of representation. 
The issues have been examined primarily with respect to perception and 
with a primary focus on Gibson's theory, but those issues are fundamental 
to all of psychology. It is hoped and expected that the exploration of those 
issues will prove interesting and productive throughout their domain. 



Notes 

Such a shift to patterns in the ambient as the locus perception clearly 
prefigured by his 1950 point that patterns of stimulation could themselves be stimuli (p. 
even though at that time he was referring to retinal patterns. The shift also consistent with 
his general ecological emphasis, but neither of these points is sufficient to force that shift-the 
active observer is sufficient. 

2. From this perspective, in fact, the spatial is subsidiary to the functionaL Surfaces, 
objects, and the like are constructed as patterns of potential interactions, including further 
perceptual interactions, that may be indicated by particular perceptual interactions, that is that 
may be perceived. Such construction of the physical and spatial out of the functional is in the 
general spirit of Piaget. 

3. Affordances, of course, are therefore "relative to the animal. They are unique for that 
animal. They are not just abstract physical properties" (Gibson, 1979, p. 127). "Knee-high 
[therefore affording the potentiality of sitting on] for a child is not the same as knee-high for an 
adult" (Gibson, 1979, p. 128). Horizontal support for water bugs is different than for heavy 
terrestrial animals (Gibson, 1979, p. 127). 

4. Gibson's discussion, however, still suggests too much independence of the spatial from 
the functional; there is an incomplete recognition of the construction of physical and spatial 
representation out of functional representation. (Such construction would be a part of Gibson's 
tuning, not his information extraction.) Gibson still wants to go "from surfaces to 
affordances," he does so by having "the composition and layout of surfaces constitute what 
they afford" (1979, p. 127), but such constitution still leaves the question of what 
representation of a surface is as logically prior, though no longer temporally prior, to a 
representation of an affordance. Yet infants can perceive affordances without necessarily 
perceiving the surfaces, edges, and full objects that provide, or constitute, those affordances. 

5. This model is suggested by work in Bickhard (1980a). 
6. Sense organs generate inputs that indicate encounters, but they do not indicate what 

the encounters are with. What the encounters are with is detected by patterns of perceptual 
interactions and is constituted by patterns of potential interactions. This is so even though we, 
as observers who already have our own representations of both the environment and the 
sensory inputs, can take those inputs as encoding that environment ("this representation 
represents the same as that") and then, forgetting that this move required our own independent 
representations of the environment, assume that they encode that environment for the 
organism under consideration as welL 

7. Because indicators are also interpreted, there to be little distinction here. 
But the accessing of an indicator is an of it, accesses collectively constitute 
its representational content. Neither of characteristics is pn~sum€~ to be true of en,co(jings. 

8. A number interesting questions are not pursued. These 
eX1Pictration of the nature and structure of the of cognitive of interactive 

po:ssit)iWties created such a lattice evolution and 
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(erthatncinl~) contributions that the perceiver makes to perception. 
objects strenuously to the idea of such contributory perceptual as nm 
familiar, we have some revisions make concerning the proper scope of Gibson's argument~ 
The issue of the activity of the perceiver in Gibson's model, then, really a pseudo-issue 

an equivocation on the term The more substantive issue is that the presence 
absence of contributory enhancement in perception. 

10. Ullman does criticize Gibson's tendency to appeal to experience a 
evidence for direct perception. Arguing that "the mediating processes. . do not operate 0 

subjective experiences, nor are they intended to account for their origin" (1980, p. 380) an, 
that "the perceptual processes are not necessarily open to conscious introspection" (p. 380; 
UUman concludes that "the introspective impression that the perception of objects is immediat 
and unanalyzable cannot be taken as evidence supporting the theory of immediate visue 
perception" (p. 380). Ullman's argument is valid with respect to his conclusion, but it does nc 
address the homunculus problem that is implicit in Gibson's appeal to the phenomenologice 
level: mediating encodings, whether accessible to consciousness or not, must ultimately b 
meaningfully interpreted, but such meaningful understanding of the environment is what wa 
to be explained in the first place. 

11. The problem of such ad hoc proliferations of basic encoding elements is intrinsic to a: 
encoding approaches, whether mediated or not. In a direct approach, each different thing to b 
perceived requires a distinct new encoding element; in the general (mediated) case, ead 
different type of thing to be represented requires a distinct kind of encoding element. In botl 
cases, the proliferation of encoding elements is ad hoc, and in neither case is any thin: 
explained. See Bickhard (1980a). 

12. Two subsequent questions at this point are "Why don't we directly pick up the ligh 
interactions, intermolecular forces, and other states of affairs about which those interna 
outcomes contain information?" and "Why does our knowledge of such things involv 
inferences?" The answer to the first question is that the specifics of such states of affairs hav 
little direct relevance to our basic goals and available ways of reaching those goals; only th 
interactive affordances manifested by such states of affairs are proximately relevant. In othe 
words, we learn those specifications that are most relevant to our goals, starting as infants. Th, 
answer to the second question is that, relative to our basic ecological interactions, such state 
of affairs, for example, molecules, are differentiated from other possible states of affairs onI: 
by complex and specialized patterns of basic interactions. (This is largely a function of ou 
transducers, as Fodor and Pylyshyn point out, but of transducers not as encoders, but a 
interactive detectors of evolutionarily selected, ecologically relevant affordances.) Sucl 
complexities of interaction pattern relative to basic ecological patterns will generally involvl 
the differentiation and specialization of representations, decision-making rules, infereno 
procedures, and so on. If, however, the environment were adjusted in some way so that sud 
states of affairs became directly ecologically relevant, then those ecological relevances, thosl 
affordances, would tend to become picked up. For example, a world in which diffractioI 

prisms were pickup 
mtenlctllve possibilitit~s provided wen 
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reading 
reading an epistemic relation meaning "having an explicit representation 
than as information about." This, of course, equivalent to reading "epistemic 
relation" as "encoding," and Fodor and conclusions There substantial 
evidence later in their article that this the reading Fodor and Pylyshyn presuppose. Under 
this reading, we would deny that the subject has any epistemic (encoding) relation to the light 
patterns at all. When the interactive perspective is taken into account, however, such a 
reading, of "epistemic relation" as "encoding," is seen to be too narrow. 

14. As Fodor and Pylyshyn point out, "If there is a subsystem of the organism whose 
states are correlated with properties of the light, then the states of that subsystem will also be 
correlated with the properties of the layout that the light specifies" (p. 162). They miss, 
however, the deeper implications of that fact. 

15. "Detected" in such contexts carries connotations of "encoded" and is to that extent 
unfortunate. Perhaps "differentiated" would be better. Certainly "differentiated" is accurately 
rl ... orr·;nri;"a in the sense that the particular interaction outcome, thus the light patterns sufficient 
to that outcome, are differentiated from other possible outcomes and corresponding sets of 
sufficient light patterns. And certainly Gibson relies strongly on the concept of differentiation. 
But detection is not necessarily of a thing or state of affairs in all of its detail and uniqueness; it 
is in general of an instance within a class, and neither that instance nor that class are necessarily 
explicitly represented. For example, a frog might detect a fly, in the sense of responding 
appropriately to the situation, without being able to differentiate finely enough to distinguish 
flies from moving pencil points and without having an explicit representation at all, only a 
response to the act of detection. Similarly, what is detected in visual perception is not a light 
pattern per set but rather an instance of an affordance-equivalence class of light patterns, and 
what is explicitly represented, if anything at alt is the affordance, not the light. In spite of its 
connotation, then, "detection" is not inappropriate. The nonencoding reading of it, however, 
must be kept in mind. 

16. It is possible that our claim that the reverse counterfactual-supporting constraint is 
required might be contested. It might be claimed that Fodor and Pylyshyn either do not intend 
or do not need it or both. Even if accepted, howevert such a contention would not harm our 
subsequent arguments, for, in adding such an additional constraint, we can only have 
strengthened the case against which we argue. Thus, if our general points are telling against the 
stronger position that we direct them against, then they would surely be telling against the 
position derived by eliminating the second constraint. 

17. It might appear that an appeal to interactive detection at this point might salvage the 
definition: it would cetainly eliminate the more simplistic ways of generating Si without P. But, 
aside from the fact that such advantages of interactions are clearly not being considered by 
Fodor and Pylyshyn, and that the point is contrary to the spirit and content of their discussion 

the sense in which transducers are based on physical law, p. still the introduction of 
interactions would simply make P-illusions more difficult to create, not impossible-the 
proper interactive properties would have to be simulated, not just the proper causal chain 
initiated. 

lB. Fodor and Pylyshyn make a similar point, but in a different context 166). 
Fodor and Pylyshyn end their Gibson with the claim that his approach 

perception founders on the The point is the 
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is an intentional notion .... However, an PxtPt1s1,onai 

notion.. . Specification cannot, then, explain property pick up (p. 191). 

The idea here that, on the one hand, 

The Morning Star The Evening Star, but the property of being the Morning Star 
=F the property of being the Evening Star (p. 191). 

while, on the other hand, 

Specification comes down to correlation ... and if X is correlated with the Morning 
Star and the Morning Star the Evening Star, then, of course, X is correlated with 
the Evening Star. Which is to say that, on Gibson's notion of specification, it must 
turn out that whatever specifies the Morning Star specifies the Evening Star too (p. 
191). 

There are so many missing premises in this argument that it is difficult to know where to 
begin. The fact of there being missing premises, and perhaps missing conclusions as well, can 
be seen by considering the equally "true" sentences and equally invalid and pointless argument: 

Mental representation is an intentional notion. Specification an extensional 
notion. Therefore, specification cannot explain mental representation. 

Furthermore, the potential missing arguments, insofar as we can infer them, appear to be 
egregiously not deep consequence of the differences encoding and 
interactive perspectives, but simply in terms of plausible interpretation Gibson. (It is for 
these reasons that we consider this argument in a footnote rather than in the text.) 

First, note that the problem of meaningful perception, the problem that commonly 
solved in terms meanings (mental representations) being attached to perceptions 

the problem that yielded Gibson's concept of affordances. Fodor 
consider any of Gibson's discussion, definitions, or arguments regarding point. Thus, they 
are neither addressing Gibson's own position, nor any of his reasoning that led 

the 
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They point out 
that correlation that specification is "epistemological" Ip. 159), that 

that depends on the abilities of specific organisms make of such correlations 159) 
and that correlation specification but they iater claim that 
specification is "extensional" and essentially equate it to correlation (p. 191). Their first 
definition of specification does not support their claims regarding Gibson and intentionality, 
while their second, inconsistent characterization is not adequate to the facts regarding Gibson's 
model. 

The most ironic of the senses in which the advertence to the specification relationship is 
misleading in Fodor and Pylyshyn's argument is that its irrelevancy is formally similar when 
the argument is applied to mental representations as when it is applied to affordances. In both 
cases, the correlational specification relationship is causally mediating for an epistemic 
relationship; in both cases, more than such potential causal mediation is needed for perceiving 
to be possible, or to occur; in both cases, correlation (specification) is not sufficient to per
ception. In the mediated encoding case, what is needed are inferences based on knowledge of 
such correlations applied to encodings of the light. In Gibson's case, what is needed is the 
realization of the learned direct correlations between the internal states and the layout 
affordances (or affordance encodings, in a direct encoding interpretation). In either case, if the 
argument that specification is insufficient applies to Gibson, it applies to Fodor and Pylyshyn 
just as strongly. 

The argument that seems most relevant to Fodor and Pylyshyn's point would seem to be 
that perception has intrinsically intentional characteristics, while Gibson's whole theory (not 
just the specification relationship) is intrinsically extensional. This seems prima facie unlikely, 
given the necessary role of learning in being able to pick up an affordance. It is simply false 
under an interactive interpretation: the mental representations are there to do the same work 
that Fodor and Pylyshyn want them to do (though not in the same way), but they are simply 
not encoded representations. It is equally false under a direct encoding interpretation of 
Gibson; there the representations are even encodings. 

This leaves as an apparent last possibility the claim that Gibson leaves no possibility in his 
theory for any differences in mental states (representations) corresponding to differences in 
affordances picked up, therefore his theory is strictly extensional. We have seen 
that this is prima facie unlikely and simply false on either an interactive or a direct encoding 
interpretation, but Gibson's more recent claims that his approach has consequences for 
cognition, not just for perception (1979), might conceivably be adduced in support of his 
supposed commitment to extensionality. If the case could be made that Gibson's claims 
amount to a claim that no mental representations of any sort occur anywhere in perception or 
cognition, then the extensionality point would have at least it still 
contradicted by bulk his theory 
an interactive interpretation. If Gibson's claims, flUlAl.'V.,'r 
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thesis; as mentioned earlier, interactivism 
psychological version of Turing's thesis. 

There is another important which the interactive approach not just 
powerful as Turing machine theory, but is fact powerful - more powerful in the sense 
of being able to explicate process phenomena and abilities that Turing machine theory cannot. 
One partial perspective on this point is obtained by noting that a Turing machine is not, and 
cannot be, truly interactive in any interesting or important way. It cannot be because its 
environment, the tape, is static and provides nothing (interactively) interesting to be interacted 
with. 

There is a deeper point behind this one, however, and that is that interactive competence 
in an environment requires skill, and skill requires not just formal 'information processing' or 
'symbol manipulating' capabilities, but also timing and temporal coordination capabilities, and 
Turing machine theory has no natural way of introducing such considerations. There is no 
natural timing unit in Turing machine theory, nor even any sense in which the processing steps 
take the same or determinate multiple amounts of time as each other: the steps are simply 
serially ordered with no metric time considerations at all. There is, for example, nothing 
equivalent to an oscillator in Tut'ing machine theory, and no way to construct one without 
adding to the fundamental assumptions of the formalism. A related point is that interactive 
functions such as multi-system environmental monitoring or coordination intrinsically require 
simultaneous processing across the various systems involved, while Turing machine theory is 
intrinsically logically serial and temporally sequential. 

24. Such as, for example, the logically general strategy that is instantiated in and is thus a 
property of, a particular goal-directed interactive system. A strategy of structure 
of conditional control flows among possible subsidiary interactions substrategies of 
interactions} is, as abstracted from the particular substrategies involved, property 
of any such interactive system. Aspects of strategy, in turn, include such properties sequence 
and iteration substrategies) and, thus, (count) number. 

25. Furthermore, the approach is not ad hoc: It has other important implications. For 
example, the Piagetian flavor of the origins of higher order abstractions properties of 
lower order interciCtioflS 
structure. In particular, in 
impossible for a 
ated-otherwise, 
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pn)pc,sit:ions, and on. 
elements, and that move an 

the problems of encodings. 
an limiting case of the interactive 

approach. The approach internal "predicates" differentiate uniquely 
and knowably down to some specified, and thereby referred to, environmental conditions. The 
interactive approach recognizes that knowable differentiations are impossible. 

2B. Learning within such a perspective, learning what is being differentiated and 
implicitly represented, is in large part a matter of learning that an encounter with Pi indicates 
the possibility of Vast structures of such relationships among potentialities constitute 
knowledge. These issues are explored somewhat more fully in Bickhard (1980a). 

Such an approach to knowledge, as 'structured and defined from within the system', has 
flavor of coherence approaches to truth and representation, and there are similarities, but it 
differs in the multitudinous implicit definitional anchors that, though not referential, do 
connect to the environment. 

29. Such procedures are essentially subroutines, but the word is at times avoided because 
it so strongly carries the connotations of standard computer-language subroutines, which 
operate on symbolically encoded data-and the status of encodings is exactly what is at issue. 
The essential idea of a subroutine, however,-that of a semiautonomous task performer that 
can be called upon as needed-is not restricted to such a symbol-manipulation environment. 

30. Generalized strategy procedures are themselves special cases of kinds of procedures, 
here called themes. To understand themes, consider the progression: First, some procedures 
will decompose given actions or goals directly into strategies of subactions or subgoals-this is 
the familiar paradigmatic case; second, some procedures will decompose given actions or goals 
similarly to the previous case, but something about the nature or manner of that 
decomposition is determined not by the primary procedure, but by some procedure operating 
(logically) parallel to it-the primary procedure is sufficient to the decomposition, but it can be 
influenced in aspects of that decomposition by other sources; third, some procedures may be 
involved in the decomposition, computation, and specification of actions or goals, but they are 
insufficient to that decomposition and specification task by themselves-such procedures are 
concerned only with aspects of the computation of actions and goals (for example, an 
influencing procedure as mentioned in case two above); and fourth, some procedures are 
involved in such determinations of aspects of actions and goals together with other relevant 
procedures, all of which deal only with such aspects-no single procedure suffices to specify 
the action or goal, but two or more together, by specifying an exhaustive set of aspects, can be 
sufficient to the ultimate specification. The aspects that are in this manner differentiated and 
the procedures that differentiate them are caned themes. 

As an example, consider walking. It might be decomposed into the components of 
individual steps, for example, or, for a different example, it might be decomposed into the 

frequency and forward-backward. Neither frequency nor forward-backward 
alone an action, and neither a component of an action, but together they 

can specify of walking (ignoring The procedures that specify such 
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components rather than Furthermore, 
manifested across a large number variety of thereby making 

idE~ntiti(:atilon perhaps but making their nature more obscure-so 
as themes are not recognized as a different principle of organization from components. 

Organization with respect themes to be found throughout psychology. Abstract 
cOllnithre strategies and procedures of many kinds are not in themselves sufficient to specify or 
compute interactions, and thus they constitute themes. Meanings of all kinds, including 
linguistic meanings, merge and blend and differentiate like themes more commonly than they 
add and subtract like components. Similarly with meanings in attitudes, personality, 
psychopathology, the 'unconscious,' and on: Meanings are the paradigm case of 
organization and interaction as themes, rather than as components. Clearly, development will 
take place in large part in terms of themes. Themes constitute an ubiquitous and virtually 
unexplored subject matter in psychology. 

31. Note that an important aspect of strategy in terms of subordinate goals is sequence (of 
subordinates), and an important aspect of sequence is iteration. As general procedures for 
these aspects became djfferentiated, one expectation would be for the development of one (or 
more) generalized iteration computation procedures, at least up to the number of iterations 
commonly found useful in strategy computations. A generalized iteration computation 
procedure is a counting procedure, and, correspondingly, number is a cognitive tpeme. 

32. Note that a generalized and autonomous strategy procedure, when carried to the 
extreme case of only one such procedure for each logically differentiable strategy, constitutes a 
Piagetian structure. It is unlikely in the extreme, however, that a developing system would 
discover such an abstract-level strategy in the first place, or that it would discover such a 
strategy's full scope of application even if it had one available. The heuristics for discovering 
such procedures can be expected to function in terms of locally stable and successful structures, 
with consequent partial overlap and duplication of effort, just like the rest of development. An 
abstract similarity or commonality between two strategy procedures is a potential discovery 
for the system to make and exploit, not an a priori constraint on the organization of the 
system. Conversely, an important kind of process in development likely to be the 
differentiation of a strategy that originates within a particular procedure, and with respect to a 
particular domain, into a separate procedure that can operate on encodings from arbitrary 
domains. Such a process involves a concomitant and consequent expansion of the scope of 
application of that strategy as the heuristics that try it out progressively learn of its usefulness. 

33. These points concerning the between perceptual and 
general strategy are not specific to perceptual development. 

34. Furthermore. most of the arguments against logically independent encodings apply 
directly each level in presumed sequence, not just against the initial 'transductions'; 
the sequence, thus, not only collapses from lack of foundation, but disintegrates 
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a particular higher 
dependent on the encodings at 

perception transduction). This, of course, not commonly the way higher encodings 
are considered or defined, but, in any case, the move does not solve the problems; it 
passes them down the line. 

35. The word "functionalism" is used in many ways in various literatures. It used here 
in a broad sense to refer to positions that recognize the importance of abstract process patterns 
as distinguished from the physical realizations of those patterns and, in a narrower sense, to 
refer to models involving operations on encoded symbols. In both of these senses, Piaget, for 
example, is a functionalist. 

The word also commonly used in psychology to refer to a kind of modeling 
methodology that is often, though not always, associated with information-processing 
approaches. (Information-processing approaches per se are themselves versions of 
functionalism in both of the senses of the above paragraph.) This methodological 
functionalism is a kind of ad hoc empiricism in which the basic concern is to construct low
level, narrow-scope models that can "account" for the data in particular studies and in which 
the possibility of intrinsic constraints on such models, be they structural, evolutionary, 
developmental, or broader parsimony constraints, is relatively ignored. This version of 
functionalism does not explain anything by itself: The "accounting for the facts" (when it even 
manages that) is strictly ad hoc. Such an approach is doomed to sink under the burden of its 
mass of particularistic dust mote models. It is not the kind of functionalism addressed in the 
text. (See Beilin, 1981, which contrasts this functionalism with Piagetian structuralism; Piaget 
is not a functionalist in this sense.) 

36. The implicit dualism in this sentence can also be removed, but the discussion would 
take us too far afield at this point. 

37. This point explains the intuition that, for example, visual inputs can be identified as 
optic-tract action potentials, as retinal stimulations, or as ecological arrays of light (or other 
possibilities). From the perspective of a physical analysis, all of them are correct: They all 
constitute points in the path of visual interaction that provide explanatory understanding of 
how those interactions and their epistemic functions are realized. EpistemicalIy, however, none 
of them is an input, except perhaps in the somewhat metaphorical sense that one of them might 
provide deeper and perhaps more encompassing explanations of how the epistemic functions 
are served. 

38. Actually, he concludes that it will always either underselect or overselect, but there 
seems to be little content to the overselection argument. 

39. There are serious problems with this particular example-economic variables are too 
interdependent to be manipulated with the required freedom-but the basic point remains. 

40. How otherwise are we to understand the knowledge of those truth conditions, and 
truth conditions of that knowledge of truth conditions, and 

41. whether 
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exilstEmc:e and nature 
Dennett (1978a) has a flavor 

stake are manners of speaking ("the tactic of aaopung 
conditions for using those manners, with the position 

ascribed in such manners of is somehow 
considerations of what is talked about in discussions such as 

conditions of rational, optimal design and of In order for there to be 
nothing to talk about, structure and conditions of the manner of the intentional 
stance would have to no constraints on the organization the system at issue (no 
constraints more "optimal design"). Dennett (1978a) does not explicitly address 
this presupposed of constraint, but in other discussions (for example, 1978b), he seems to 
assume that it does not hold. 

In any case, that there should be no such constraints on what is being talked about is 
implausible in the extreme, and the burden of proof is dearly on anyone proposing such a 
position. This general position concerning "manners of speaking" assumes that conditions of 
speaking are superordinate to what we are speaking about, that those conditions of speaking, 
of application and prediction, exhaust what we mean in that speaking and that further 
knowledge of the inner organization of a system would never (correctly) lead us to decide that 
our manner of speaking in a particular case were wrong or metaphorical, so long as the 
predictions still worked. This general later Wittgensteinian position is far from consensual, but 
it is not pursued further now. 

44. Similarly, most of Searle's (1981) examples are avoided. There are a few of his 
examples that are interactive in some sense, but the intuitions of their absurdity are much 
weaker, and the extent that they do seem to apply, they seem to appeal to phenomena of 
learning, emotions, or consciousness, not just to knowing. It does take more than just a simple 
interactivism to begin to account for these higher emergent phenomena, and it is in this sense 
that Searle's interactive counterexamples capture a valid point about interactivism (though not 
one that he delineated). For approaches to these phenomena within an interactive perspective, 
see Bickhard (1 980b). 

45. Issues concerning the relationships between syntax and semantics are strongly 
affected by interactive conceptions of the nature of semantics IBickhard, 1980a), but these 
issues have a scope far exceeding those somewhat more parochial conflicts within generative 
grammars (for example, Seuren, 1974). 

46. The holistic approach to language meaning that Davidson (1980) espouses with 
Quine), in which meaning is approached via the myriad "points of contact" between reality 
and the pattern of a whole language /instead of via building-block constructions out of 
references and denotations}, can escape some the particular problems of supposed encoded 

meanings, but unless those points of contact (generally conceived of terms of sentential 
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in terms of differentiations within abstract patterns, rather than in 
maps (Resnik, 1981). Differentiations within relational patterns precisely 
linguistic meaning that is required within the interactive perspective (Bickhard, 1980a). 

48. This retention is dear in the case of Austin, but somewhat controversial in the case 
Wittgenstein (Kenny, 1973). In any case, it clear that Wittgenstein did not an 
interactive approach to language (Bickhard, 1980a). 

49. Motor and conceptual skill representations are intuitively representable directly 
control structures. Semantic memory takes on a distinctly different form from the perspective 
of an interactive approach to language. Episodic memory is one of the more seemingly 
problematic cases for an interactive approach: The intuition of stored, encoded snapshots or 
movie sequences is very strong. However, the interactive equivalent of a movie sequence is the 
continuous, temporal trajectory of apperception; an organism has reason to develop the ability 
to reconstruct such trajectories because not all possible apperceptive consequences can be 
computed in the initial case and because some unanticipated consequences may be useful later 
on; the storage of the necessary indicators and heuristics for reconstructing such temporal, 
apperceptive trajectories is episodic memory. 

50. The focus of investigation is primarily on what gets constructed, what the 
construction heuristics are, and what the selection criteria are. 

51. An early and brief version of this explication is presented in Bickhard (1980b). The 
model has been considerably deepened and extended since then, including with respect to 
differentiations between and within positive and negative emotions, but it has not yet been 
prepared for publication. It should be noted that such a metainteractive model is in principle 
fully consistent with possible evolutionary (thus genetic and physiological) specializations of 
forms of emotional reactions to certain generic situations (for example, Plutchik, 1980). 

52. For example, the differing relationships among representation, motivation, and 
competence within the interactive perspective or the fact that the standard distinctions among 
syntax, semantics, and pragmatics cannot be coherently defined within the interactive 
perspective fBickhard, 1980a). 

53. The internal organization of the system is the only possible realization of knowledge 
precisely because the external relationship to the world is epistemically implicit, thus not 
epistemically directly available to the system, contrary to encoding presuppositions. 
Specification must occur within that organization because there is no other domain of 
knowledge or representations within which to specify. Specification must occur via functional 
differentiation because organizations of interactive pattern indications have no existence other 
than a functional one, and a functional existence is strictly a relational existence. That is, there 
are no properties by which such representational entities could be identified, encoded, or 
named except by their relational location functional But 
specify them by tracing down to their location within the web of functional relationships 

of the problem initial from which the 
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